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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study is to examine in detail the nineteenth-century
gravestones in the Royal Naval Cemetery on Ireland Island, Bermuda in order to
illustrate the concept, set out by Edwin Dethlefsen, that the cemetery is a community
of the dead which should be reflective of the community of the living. The basic
premise being examined is that while the gravestones of family members are elaborate
and inscribed with poetic or biblical verses, as well as personal information about the
deceased, those of the military are undecorated, with inscriptions that provide only the
most basic information.
The gravestones under investigation were individually photographed and
recorded. They were then classified by epitaph and still further by gravestone
material. Extensive use was made of an inventory of the cemetery, done in 1983.
The gravemarkers of those military personnel buried in the Royal Naval
Cemetery do not conform to the hypothesis stated above. In examining the 341 graves
of Naval servicemen buried in the cemetery, it becomes apparent - through the
mortuary art and the epitaphs - that the gravestones are more consistent with those
normally associated with family, than those of the military. The outpost nature of
nineteenth-century Bermuda, where servicemen were away from loved ones and the
comforts of home, created a situation in which the military became the family. This
shift in focus caused the profile of the community of the living to change dramatically
and altered the community of the dead as well.

THE SYMBOLIC NATURE OF MORTUARY ART
IN THE ROYAL NAVAL CEMETERY
ON IRELAND ISLAND, BERMUDA
1800-1899

INTRODUCTION
Purpose of this study
"Remember me as you pass by, as you are now so once was I. As I am now
so you shall be. Prepare for death and follow me." So states an epitaph which has
been many times quoted and many times pondered. Numerous such epitaphs exist in
hundreds of cemeteries around the globe, yet what message are epitaphs truly
conveying? Certainly most gravestones tell the observer pertinent information about
the individual buried beneath them — name, date of birth, date of death, cause of death
and other information. In addition to the epitaph, the design on the stone may also
provide the observer with clues about the deceased. One would assume, however, that
the gravemarker was not carved until after the individual's death and most likely does
not reflect the deceased's views or wishes. In actuality, gravestones, with their variety
of designs and epitaphs, reflect societal views toward death as, more often than not,
family or friends determine what information will be immortalized.
This thesis will argue that much can be learned from studying gravestones. In
a 1981 article entitled "The Cemetery and Culture Change: Archaeological Focus and
Ethnographic Perspective," Edwin Dethlefsen states:
A cemetery should reflect the local, historical flow of attitudes about
community. It is, after all, a community of the dead, created,
maintained, and preserved by the community of the living. In many
ways it should be a 'filtered' and modified reflection of the living
community, (p. 137)
2
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This notion, that the cemetery is a community of the dead which should be reflective
of the community of the living, is the central hypothesis of this research. As shall be
outlined in more detail below, the mortuary art in the Royal Naval Cemetery on
Ireland Island, Bermuda does paint a picture of the living community. It is not,
however, what one might expect to find illustrated in a military graveyard.
Furthermore, Dethlefsen writes that "the cemetery should have some hints for us
about...relative values of kin and other social-interactive relationships" (ibid). These
various relationships should be easily recognized in mortuary art by more personal
epitaphs and designs for family members and more formal expressions for servicemen.
In fact, the Royal Naval Cemetery does not conform to this hypothesis. The outpost
nature o f nineteenth-century Bermuda, where servicemen were away from loved ones
and the comforts of home, created a situation in which the military became the family.
This shift in focus caused the profile of the living community to change dramatically
and subsequently altered the community of the dead as well. Examples of this are
richly illustrated in the mortuary art on Ireland Island.
The data herein was collected from the 341 19th-century gravemarkers of
servicemen in the Royal Naval Cemetery on Ireland Island, Bermuda. The research
focuses on the attitudes of family versus institution and on how these beliefs are
reflected in mortuary art. Because the cemetery is filled mostly with Naval officers
and seamen, the institution being investigated is the military. The reasons why
designs and epitaphs on the gravemarkers of servicemen are more consistent with
family gravemarkers than military ones is a central question this research sets out to
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answer.
It was this author's expectation that the designs and epitaphs on the stones of
military personnel would be largely devoid of flowery epitaphs and intricate designs.
Based on past observations in military graveyards1, the headstones tended to be of a
uniform shape, size, material and inscription, with variations mainly in the personal
information of the deceased. The living community that these stones represent is one
of formality, structure and rigidity; the gravemarkers should and do reflect this
institutionalization.
Where military headstones are uniform and plain, those of family members
would be personal and ornamented. One would expect the gravestones of family
members, especially children, to be carved with elaborate designs and have poetic
epitaphs, reminding the reader of the deceased's importance in the family life. The
community of the family revolves around love, tenderness and caring, and the
headstones should reflect these emotions.
The fact that this cemetery is located on Bermuda, and is associated with the
Royal Naval occupation of the Islands, offers a unique opportunity to examine the
attitudes and beliefs of servicemen far from home and hearth. Without a strong family
support system to rely on in times of distress, they turned to fellow servicemen for
comfort, thus substituting the military for the family. Rather than two distinct
populations, one military and one familial, the two became entwined, thus the

W eteran's Administration Cemetery in Los Angeles and Arlington National Cemetery
in Washington, D.C. for example.
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community represented in the Royal Naval Cemetery is one of a military family. This
substitution is evident in both epitaphs and gravestone designs.

Methodology
Research was begun in the summer of 1992 while the author was a supervisor
for the College o f William and Mary's field school in historical archaeology.
Gravestone analysis was carried out for the duration of the six-week session and was
completed during another trip to Bermuda in January, 1993.
The Royal Naval Cemetery was selected for a number of reasons. First, that
the Royal Naval Cemetery was within walking distance of the author's residence was a
major consideration. Transportation for non-Bermudians on the island is limited to
either buses or rented mopeds. Although the buses run quite frequently and are fairly
inexpensive, they are often crowded and do not always halt at each bus stop. The
other option, the rented moped, is expensive and not terribly safe considering the many
narrow streets and the driving techniques of a number of bus drivers.
Second, because the cemetery is located just off the main road, it is frequented
by many people, tourists and Bermudians alike. The large number of gravemarkers,
860, and their wide variety, ranging from simple headstones to elaborate monuments,
lure visitors to explore. Because it is of interest to many people, the author felt it
deserved to be studied more closely than just a stroll through the grounds would allow.
Finally, although the cemetery is apparently both popular and well known,
there is a dearth of scholarly inquiry regarding it. Several authors have included it in
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their discussions of the Royal Naval Dockyard (Carr 1893; Rowlands 1949; Stranack
1990) and it has been the subject of at least one comprehensive inventory (Green and
Green 1983). However, it has never been analyzed as a documentary source, nor has it
been the focus of any historical or archaeological studies.
The sample for this thesis is 100 percent of nineteenth-century gravemarkers
with legible inscriptions. If no date was present or readable, the stone was not
included. Stones that had only initials, making sex identification and military
affiliation impossible, were also not included.
An unpublished inventory of the Royal Naval Cemetery, done in 1983 and
entered into a computer by the Bermuda Maritime Museum, assigned a plot number to
each gravemarker and these were adhered to in this research.

CHAPTERI. BACKGROUND

The islands of Bermuda have been considered "strategically-located" since their
discovery by the Spanish in the early sixteenth century. They sit all alone, 700 miles
from the east coast of the United States; they have a natural defense system in the
treacherous coral reefs which ring them; they are relatively small, yet large enough to
house numerous fortifications, and they offer fabulous panoramic views, undoubtedly
useful for spotting approaching enemy ships (Figure 1). More significant; however,
was Bermuda's importance as a navigational aid, especially for the Spanish, French
and Portuguese seamen who used the Islands to determine their longitudinal location
on return trips to Europe. The Spanish attempted to colonize the islands in 1527 as a
way to secure a position of military importance on a significant trade route to Europe;
however, the English are credited with the first permanent settlement in 1612 when the
Plough landed in St. George's Harbor. Unlike the Spanish, the English were interested
in the commercial agricultural potential of Bermuda and were, in the long run,
successful, as the Spanish were not. The British were not unaware of Bermuda's
strategic location and put great effort into building fortifications, not the least of which
was the Royal Naval Dockyard (Coad 1989).
In 1759, the naval station at Halifax was founded and this served adequately as
Great Britain's foothold in North America until 1776.
7

FIGURE 1

The Bermuda Islands by Capt. Thomas Hurd, R.N., 1827.
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When the American Revolution began, Great Britain realized she needed a port closer
to the action than Halifax or Antigua, located far to the south. Rhode Island and New
York were considered, among others. Before a decision could be reached, America
had won its independence. Suddenly the Bermuda Isles looked quite promising,
especially after Lieutenant Thomas Hurd made an extensive, quite pleasing survey of
the Islands in 1791. However, not until 1794, with problems continuing between
England and France following the French Revolution, was Bermuda once again visited
by the Royal Navy. Rear Admiral George Murray, stationed at Halifax, realized the
need to protect British shipping in the western Atlantic as well as the need for a post
near the Chesapeake Bay and the Carolinas (Coad 1989). He visited Bermuda in 1794
and was so impressed with the Islands' potential as a base, that he immediately
established a depot at St. Georges. He also recommended to the Admiralty that it
consider "creating a permanent shore establishment around the small cove on Ireland
Island facing Grassy Bay" (Stranack 1990:3).

The Royal Naval Dockyard
In 1809, Ireland Island was purchased for £4,500. The early buildings, shown
on an 1811 map, were scattered around the landscape wherever they could be fitted in
(Figure 2). By 1818, a variety of buildings were in existence, with more proposed by
the Navy, but the construction of defenses was the responsibility of the Army,
therefore the Navy's proposals were replaced by grander Army plans. From 1827 to
1848 the Army concentrated its efforts on fortifications and ground levelling.

FIGURE 2
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No permanent buildings were erected during this period, therefore most shipwork was
done at the main dockyard in Halifax. This period was not, however, unproductive;
the first convict hulk arrived in 1823, this greatly increasing the work force. In fact,
convicts "provided a substantial proportion of the labour on construction projects,
augmented by skilled men from the home yards and by Royal Engineers on the
fortifications" (Coad 1989:368). It is not surprising, then, that the lack of convicts in
1829 caused activity to slow. Between 1824 and 1842, the Casemates barracks and
the Keep were built, and between 1827 and 1837, the Great W harf and the walls of
the North Yard were constructed. Fortification of the northern tip of Ireland Island,
consisting mainly o f a bastioned rampart, was completed in the late 1830s, by which
time, "Bermuda was one o f the most highly fortified of all overseas naval stations"
(Coad 1989:374). Permanent buildings were still few in number; in 1848 Lord
Dundonald, Commander-in-Chief, complained that "there was nothing in the Yard to
defend - the space enclosed by ramparts is an entire void, except the half finished
Victualling Store, and 2 small wooden buildings to be pulled down" (as quoted in
Stranack 1990:14). The Victualling Yard was finally completed in 1853, and the
remainder o f the Dockyard was finished by 1863 when the last convicts were sent
home to England.
Improvements were begun in 1897, and in 1901, approval was given for an
extension o f the breakwater and the dockface. At this time the defenses were also
modernized, with the installation of the latest guns. The extension was completed in
1907 at a cost o f £700,000. The area was manned by 200 seamen and Royal Marines.
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The Royal Naval Dockyard survived major hurricanes, numerous outbreaks of
yellow fever, W orld W ar I, and World War II. In 1951 the dockyard was dismantled
and closed; this immense project consisted of "vacating some 360 buildings, shipping
some 30,000 tons o f stores and equipment, and repatriating some 178 Service
personnel, 1,124 civilians and 570 members of their families, as well as dispensing
with 2 floating docks and some fifty-eight harbour craft" (Stranack 1990:23).
With the closure of the Dockyard, the profile of the living community was
greatly altered. Gone were the seamen, the officers, the commanders-in-chief and the
dependents. The Dockyard had not only provided employment for 1000 island
residents, it had also served as a "hub around which a great deal o f Bermuda's social
and sporting life turned" (Stranack 1990:26).
Some servicemen and family members, however, were left behind, laid to their
eternal rest in the Royal Naval Cemetery. Many of their stories are told in the designs
and epitaphs on their gravestones and together they reflect the community that lived,
worked, and died at the Dockyard.

The Royal Naval Cemetery
The Royal Naval Cemetery is located approximately one mile from the
entrance to the Dockyard, just off the main road in what was once a shaded, pleasant
glade. In 1983 the cemetery contained 861 gravemarkers and is listed in many sources
as still "active". It is also the only cemetery on Bermuda maintained by the
Admiralty, and registers of burials have been kept since 1832. Although it is the
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largest, oldest and best-known military cemetery on Bermuda, the history of this
burying ground is somewhat bare (Woods 1988); in fact, almost all accounts of it say
the same few things. In 1893, Captain H.J. Carr wrote an account o f the Dockyard
and its components, including the Cemetery, and it is this work that is almost
universally quoted.
The cemetery was consecrated in 1812 and enlarged several times, including
after the yellow fever epidemics in 1837, 1843, and 1853. Originally, anyone, whether
serviceman, convict, dependent, or island resident, could be buried in the Cemetery in
the Glade, as it is also known. However, in 1849, "the convicts were ousted to
Watford Island, as it was not thought propitious to bury them close to sailors"
(Stranack 1990:76). Similarly, in 1853, orders were issued to restrict burials to
personnel o f the ships at the Dockyard and island residents only. Presently, the parcel
of the cemetery is 2.71 acres.
The Royal Naval Cemetery is no longer a tree-filled, shaded glade. Numerous
hurricanes, most recently Hurricane Emily in 1987, have taken their toll on the
graveyard and today only a few small trees remain. Similarly a gazebo-like oration
stand which once stood in the cemetery is now just a concrete octagonal slab, having
met with some sort of destruction2.
The Cemetery in the Glade is still a lovely place to wander. The gravemarkers
are both beautiful and fascinating to examine. Among some of the more interesting

2The only reference this author could find to the destruction o f this structure
was in a photo caption in Stranack's The Andrew and the Onions p. 76, which
stated, "The Cemetery in the Glade, with the Oration Stand (since demolished)...".
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are markers to four Commanders-in-Chief, three of whom died during the nineteenth
century. There are large memorials to ships' companies, most notably, two to the men
o f HMS Bellerophon. Many of the individuals buried in the cemetery died o f yellow
fever, although Stranack points out that "dysentery was as virulent in its effects as
yellow fever; the other two killer diseases were in order, phthisis (tuberculosis) and
DTs" (Stranack 1990:77). Besides disease, many sailors died from drowning or from
falling from aloft. One sailor perished from the effects of sunstroke, while another
died from a kick to the head by his horse. Although the cause of death may
sometimes be morbidly funny and interesting, this thesis concerns itself with the
gravestone epitaphs and designs and how these reflect not only the individuals buried
beneath them, but the living community as a whole.
Although literary reports on the Royal Naval Cemetery are scarce, cemetery
studies in general are not. Numerous and varied, they cover a wide range o f topics
and will be discussed in the following chapter.

CHAPTER II. A REVIEW OF CEMETERY STUDIES

The existing library on cemetery studies is extensive and varied. A sampling
of these works will be examined here in order to create a reference framework into
which this thesis may be placed. Although the literature on the Royal Naval Cemetery
may be scarce, this chapter is included to demonstrate that cemetery studies in general
are not.
Cemetery literature can be organized in any number o f ways; for this
discussion, however, four categories will be explored. They are: a) studies of rank
and status; b) studies o f demographics; c) studies of the rural cemetery movement, and
d) studies patterned after Deetz and Dethlefsen's article, "Death's Head, Cherub, Urn
and Willow" (American Antiquity 31(4)). The first two groups are based
predominantly on prehistoric burials, although an historic example is used, while the
last two focus on historic cemeteries.3
Before turning to this brief discussion, however, it is important to examine
fully Edwin Dethlefsen's article entitled "The Cemetery and Culture Change:
Archaeological Focus and Ethnographic Perspective", as this article provides the
framework upon which this thesis will be constructed.

3Although only a handful o f cemetery studies will be discussed in this text, the
reader may refer to Appendix B for a list of suggested readings.
15
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Why study cemeteries? According to Dethlefsen, the reasons are many and
varied. First, the cemetery is a tangible body of evidence, it is "a surface,
archaeological site, in that its data are a limited variety of describable artifacts"
(Dethlefsen 1981:138). It provides important information about the dynamics of
culture in a large sense, and about attitudes toward death and its associated rituals and
materials in more specific terms. The cemetery is a witness to changing fashion and
can be used to gauge current trends. Finally, "(i)t is not the dead individual but the
living community which determines and maintains the cultural frame within which
mortuary practices and perceptions occur" (ibid.: 137).
There are numerous types of data that can be examined in the course of
studying a cemetery. The first of these is the gravestone form or shape and these can
range from headstones to crosses to tombs to monuments. Associated with the form is
the substance or material from which the marker is carved. Oftentimes, form dictates
substance or vice versa. According to Dethlefsen, the choice o f material has shifted
since Colonial times, from slate or sandstone to marble, to granite, to bronze.
Designs and decorations are another type o f data available to the student of the
graveyard. The simple frequency with which any given design appears at any given
time can indicate values and concerns of the community and help provide a sense of
that community's religious beliefs. Size, yet another data type, is most valuable when
examined in correlation with designs and/or other types of gravestone data. It does,
however, provide a statement of relative status. Dethlefsen points out that "(w)hile
famous or wealthy individuals may have larger gravestones for one economic reason, a
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family may share a large stone for the opposite economic reason" (Dethlefsen
1981:139). One o f the more potentially informative types of data is the gravestone
inscription. From simple one-line biblical quotes to lengthy prose, the inscription
provides an enormous amount o f information about community and family values and
beliefs, as well as personal information about the deceased and his relations to others.
In many cases, epitaphs reiterate icons; these two should be considered together
(George and Nelson 1979). Furthermore, epitaphs tell us what survivors considered
important, as they are usually written or selected by the living (ibid).
Finally, Dethlefsen considers geography, or the arrangement of gravestones on
the landscape, to be a useful type of data. Whether laid out in neat rows or scattered
haphazardly about, where stones are located in relation to one another can indicate
family relationships, religious segregation or nothing at all. The location o f the
cemetery in relation to the cultural and physical landscape may also be o f interest.
This brief description o f data types is followed by an examination of four
cemeteries in Alachua County, Florida. The reader is urged to refer to Dethlefsen's
article for this examination. This thesis, however, is concerned with Dethlefsen's data
types and his basic premise that the dead community should be reflective of the living
community. Chapter III will analyze the Royal Naval Cemetery in terms of each of
the above mentioned data types and will attempt to prove Dethlefsen correct.
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Studies of Rank and Status
Studies which examine rank and status tend to focus on whether these traits can
be ascertained from burials. There is a tremendous number of studies, examining
burials all over the globe.
Elizabeth Crowell and Norman Mackie examine status as reflected in
gravestones in their article, " 'Depart from Hence and Keep This Thought in Mind':
The Importance o f Comparative Analysis in Gravestone Research". The study
includes gravestones from the Mid-Atlantic and Chesapeake/Tidewater regions and
focuses on five characteristics: a) status; b) style, form, and decoration; c) gravestone
procurement; d) presence or absence of stones, and e) loci of burials.
According to the authors, "(t)he Middle Atlantic region demonstrates little
status difference represented by the style or size of gravestone chosen" (Crowell and
M ackie 1984:10). In fact, the mere presence or absence of a gravestone is an indicator
o f status, as material had to be imported, often from England, and this was something
only the wealthy could afford. M ost of the gravemarkers in this region were
headstones; in Cape May County, New Jersey, 95.7 percent o f markers dated post1780 were headstones, while in St. Mary's City, Maryland, 89 percent were
headstones. In both these instances, the headstones may be viewed as indicators of
wealth because the stone would have been imported. However, in Philadelphia, where
85.2 percent o f the markers were headstones, stone was readily available and therefore
"headstones can be seen as a rather democratic style of marker" (ibid.: 13).
Gravestones in the Mid-Atlantic region had little or no carved design due to their
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importation from Philadelphia, a Quaker community, so gravestone shape became
important. Cherub-shaped stones were followed by a number o f transitional styles,
then in the 1780s, by a Neoclassical style.
The Chesapeake/Tidewater region was dominated by a lack of gravestones. In
fact, the majority o f the population had no stone markers and there is no strong
evidence to suggest that wooden ones were being used. The flat slab, the box tomb,
and the table tomb were the chief styles of gravestones that did exist from the period
prior to 1780, all of which are indicative of status. Although not all gravemarkers
from this region bear design, those that do were predominantly carved with the coat of
arms, another indication of status. Like the Mid-Atlantic region, the lack o f stone
markers is probably linked to the cost of importing the stone.
Location o f burials in both regions was dependent on settlement patterns and
transportation. Upon arrival in the colonies, an area was set aside within the
settlement for burials. However, as the population moved out o f the settlements,
plantation cemeteries became necessary. Finally, beginning around 1780, churchyard
burial became the norm.

Demographic Studies
In their article "Eighteenth-Century Cemeteries: A Demographic View", Edwin
Dethlefsen and James Deetz examine how cemeteries may be useful in analyzing
demographics.

Graveyards, state the authors, are "bodies of vital data" (Dethlefsen

and Deetz 1967:40) for both anthropological and demographic research for two
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reasons: a) the data is representative of a migration of people from a well established
culture to a frontier, and any information about this change is invaluable, and b) the
data may help bridge the gap between paleodemographic/paleogenetic data and
modem demography.
Grave markers themselves can be rich sources o f demographic information.
Yet to rely solely on gravestones as indicators of who lived where and how many
people lived in any given place is to ignore some important factors. First, many
graveyards were subject to religious restrictions. Second, many people were
undoubtedly buried in family plots, private cemeteries, and local graveyards which
often do not survive very long. Finally, many graves certainly went unmarked,
especially those o f infants, children and the poor. In fact, "rarely more than a fourth
o f the total deceased are marked by legible stones" (Dethlefsen and Deetz 1967:42).
However, unlike other scientists, historical archaeologists have not only
archaeological data available but documentary and historical information4 as well. The
authors point out that armed with this evidence, certain problems can be attacked.
These include: a) construction o f life tables to help determine population composition
and/or mean life span; b) determination o f family size and how this may have affected
population density; c) examination of marriage patterns; and d) relationship between
population density and gene flow.
Although this article was not written as a case study, it does outline valid
problems and possible solutions which demonstrate the variety of information that can

E specially census records.
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be gathered from cemetery studies.

The Rural Cemetery Movement
Attitudes towards death and the disposal of the dead have changed greatly
through the ages. In Victorian Cemetery Art. Edmund Gillon notes the progression
from burial on one's own property in the days of the frontier, to the use of village
churchyards in the eighteenth century, then to cemeteries located in wooded areas
outside cities in the nineteenth century (Gillon 1972). This final progression to
wooded, park-like cemeteries outside the city is often referred to as the rural cemtery
movement.

In one discussion o f this movement, Stanley French focuses on "The

Cemetery as Cultural Institution". He points out that "(i)n the new type of cemetery
the plenitude and beauties of nature combined with art would convert the graveyard
from a shunned place o f horror into an enchanting place of succor and instruction"
(French 1974:78-79).

French notes the need in Victorian America to beautify the

entire dying, death and burial process. Yet French's title, "The Cemetery as Cultural
Institution", denotes another important aspect of the rural cemetery movement. Prior
to the early nineteenth century, "graveyards were treated simply as unattractive
necessities to be avoided as much as possible by the living" (ibid.:71). Temporarily
vacant spaces were oftentimes used as graveyards, and the graves were thereby
subjected to constant trampling from people and cattle. Furthermore, these burial
places often fell victim to a city's increasing size and simply disappeared as if they
had never existed.
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However, beginning in the 1820s, the cemetery came into its own. With more
people in cities, graveyards became overcrowded, which led to public health hazards.
In fact, it was a yellow fever epidemic in New York City in 1822 that prompted the
creation o f cemeteries outside o f cities. Thus began the rural cemetery movement and
with it came the creation of picturesque park-like surroundings, professionally
landscaped grounds and tasteful memorials. At the dedication o f M ount Auburn
Cemetery in 1831, Justice Joseph Story declared that "(o)ur cemeteries, ... rightly
selected, and properly arranged, may be made subservient to some of the highest
purposes o f religion and human duty. They may preach lessons, to which none may
refuse to listen, and which all that live may hear" (as quoted in French 1974:78). The
cemetery was transformed from a putrid place full o f disease and decay into "an
instructional institution", an "inculcator of morality", "a school of both religion and
philosophy" (ibid.).

Studies Patterned after ’Death’s Head, Cherub, Um and Willow"
Before beginning a discussion of studies patterned after Deetz and Dethlefsen's
pioneering study, an overview o f the study itself is warranted.
James Deetz and Edwin Dethlefsen's article, "Death's Head, Cherub, Um and
Willow" is based on three gravestone design motifs which can be found in most every
cemetery in and around Boston. The authors were interested in demonstrating that
"colonial New England grave markers may be unique in providing the archaeologist
with a laboratory situation in which to measure cultural change in time and space and
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relate such measurements to the main body o f archaeological method" (Deetz and
Dethlefsen 1978:83).
The earliest o f the three design motifs is the death's head. These winged skulls
are found universally from the late seventeenth century until about 1750, when they
begin to decline in popularity. The design is coupled with epitaphs stressing "either
decay and life's brevity ... or a Calvinistic emphasis on hard work and exemplary
behavior on the part o f the predestined", and which begin "Here lies" or "Here lies
buried" (ibid.:84). The popularity and subsequent decline of this m otif can be linked
to the popularity and decline o f Puritanism in New England. The death's head served
as a reminder o f death and emphasized the mortality of man and the finality of death.
The death's head m otif was replaced by the cherub beginning in the eighteenth
century and corresponds to the great awakenings that began a period o f liberal views
toward symbolism. W hile the death's head stressed decay and mortality, the cherub
was a symbol o f resurrection and heavenly reward. The epitaphs associated with
cherubs continue this theme; oftentimes beginning with "Here lies the body o f .
Although this appears to be very similar to the epitaphs found with death's head
motifs, these statements stress that only the body o f the deceased lies in the ground
and that the soul has gone to Heaven.
The final shift, to the um and willow design, is the most radical. A change in
stone shape from round-shouldered to square-shouldered, with the change in design
motif, occurs. Furthermore, the epitaphs associated with this m otif state: "Sacred to
the memory o f or "In memory o f . No longer do these gravestones necessarily
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designate the location o f a grave as they did in the past; they are often memorials
erected to those who died far from home or whose bodies were never recovered. The
rise in popularity o f this design correlates with the rise o f less emotional, more
intellectual religions such as Unitarianism and Methodism.
This sequence occurred in almost all cemeteries in eastern Massachusetts, yet at
widely varying rates. For example, cherubs appear earliest in the Boston-Cambridge
area and the further away from Boston one moves, the later locally-made cherubs
appear. Similarly, changes within a given design m otif are more rapid and radical
farther away from Boston. The reasons for these variations lie with the movement of
carvers as well as the diffusion of ideas from the capital.
This study paved the way for the use of gravestones as a documentary resource.
Numerous studies since have set out to apply Deetz and Dethlefsen's ideas to other
cemeteries, and a one of these will be discussed below.
In 1983, the September/October issue of Archaeology carried an article entitled
"Early American Gravestones: Archaeological Perspectives on Three Cemeteries of
Old New York" by Sherine Baugher and Frederick Winter. In the opening paragraph
of this article, the authors state: "Grave markers are essentially 'documents in stone' "
{Archaeology, vol. 36(5):46). This idea, coupled with Deetz and Dethlefsen's work,
served as the basis o f Baugher and Winter's analysis. The authors chose three
cemeteries that were economically (city, outlying trade center, farm community) and
ethnically (Dutch, English) diverse, as well as being in a variety of locations
(Manhattan, Staten Island, Brooklyn). The goal o f the study, which provided data
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similar to Deetz and Dethlefsen's, was to determine whether the early New York
cemeteries reflected the ethnic diversity characteristic o f New York's population.
O f the three cemeteries studied, Trinity Church in Manhattan contained the
largest number of stones, 350 of which are dated pre-1815. Although no um and
willow designs were found, the "stones from Trinity reflect the normal eighteenthcentury stylistic transition from death's heads to cherubs; during the decade 1740-50
the two forms enjoy equal popularity" (ibid.:51). In contrast, St. Andrew's Cemetery
on Staten Island does contain stones with the urn and willow motif; however, very few
death's heads were located. In both Trinity and St. Andrew's cemeteries, the
undecorated stone was the predominant form in the later period, and in both
cemeteries, age and sex did not appear to correlate with a specific design motif. The
third cemetery, Gravesend, located in Brooklyn, contains no death's heads and no um
and willow designs; and only eight cherubs. It should be noted, however, that only 27
stones are legible. Furthermore, the authors discussed epitaphs on the stones in this
cemetery, but not in the two others, thereby failing to provide any comparisons of that
dimension.
The results o f the study were far from staggering. Although Trinity and St.
Andrew's are Anglican cemeteries and Gravesend is nonsectarian, "there are no
elements that distinguish the non-affiliated cemetery at Gravesend from the Anglican
churchyards", (ibid.:53). Similarly, ethnicity did not appear to affect choices in design
motifs in any o f the three cemeteries, the absence of death's heads at Gravesend may
simply be a result of an absence of pre-1765 stones. The content of inscriptions,
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although in Dutch in Gravesend and in English in the other two cemeteries, was
identical when translated and therefore did not indicate any culturally or ethnically
specific choice o f words. The authors concluded that this study "demonstrated more
cultural unity than diversity among the Dutch and English elites and middle class in
Early American New York" (ibid.:53).

Conclusion
The number o f cemetery studies in publication is tremendous. The examples
discussed here are by no means meant to be all-encompassing. They are simply a
sampling o f the variety o f study that has been done on graveyards.
Any one of the above mentioned approaches could be used in studying the
Royal Naval Cemetery with perhaps one exception. The examples o f rank and status
as displayed in gravemarkers is fairly obvious; the graves of admirals tend to be
marked with large monuments, while those of seamen are generally marked with
headstones. This is not to say that all the monuments in the cemetery are to admirals.
There are numerous monuments commemorating shipmates lost at sea, yellow fever
victims, and even small children.
The cemetery would also lend itself to a study patterned after Deetz and
Dethlefsen's "Death's Heads, Cherub, Um and Willow", although this is not the
approach this thesis will take. There is a wide variety of iconography in the cemetery
and numerous epitaphs as well. Furthermore, a study similar to Crowell's examination
of gravestone form would also be possible as over thirty different styles of gravestones
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are present.
This particular cemetery, however, may be best suited as an example o f the
rural cemetery movement. Also known as The Glade, the 2+ acres of land were
originally shaded by a variety o f trees, most of which fell to hurricanes over the years,
and a shell-lined path still meanders through the area. The view from the cemetery is
of the beautiful turquoise water that surrounds Bermuda and the feeling is one of
peacefulness and reverence.
O f the approaches discussed herein, the only one which might not be applicable
is a demographic study. Since the majority o f the burials in the cemetery are those of
Naval officers and seamen, the Royal Naval Cemetery is not representative of
Bermudian society in the nineteenth century. It is, however, representative o f the
naval community at the Dockyard and this thesis will explore this notion.
The ensuing examination of the gravemarkers in the Royal Naval Cemetery
will focus on Dethlefsen's premise that the dead community is a reflection o f the
living one. In this case, the living community is obscured by the lack o f documents
available to the author. Therefore, the markers in the cemetery will be used as the
documents through which the living community can be understood. It is this author's
belief that the community in which the men buried in the Royal Naval Cemetery lived
and died was one o f close, almost family-like, bonds and friendships rather than strict
ranked relationships. This should be evident in the gravestones in the following
indicators: a) variation in gravestone forms throughout the cemetery; b) variation in
gravestone material throughout the cemetery; c) variation in shape within each form;
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d) presence and variety o f gravestone designs, and e) use o f commemorative and
poetic epitaphs. The first three indicators are general and may be discussed in terms
o f percentages within the cemetery; the last two are more specific and may be
recognized by examination o f individual stones. Before turning to this examination,
however, it is necessary to take a brief look at what could be learned about the living
community at the Royal Naval Dockyard in the nineteenth century.

CHAPTER

m. THE LIVING COMMUNITY

In order to begin an examination o f the living community of the Royal Naval
Dockyard, it is important to point out first that personal records such as diaries and
letters were not available for study. Although some diaries were examined, they were
written by women o f the upper class who were not living on the naval base and who
were not associated with the Royal Navy in any way (for example, Sketches of
Berm uda by Susette Harriet Lloyd, 1835). Therefore, much of the information about
the living community has been inferred from information about other naval dockyards
or has been taken from works which deal with life in the Royal Navy in general.

Residences
The living community at the Royal Naval Dockyard during the nineteenthcentury consisted o f a variety o f people, from slaves to convicts to seamen to officers.
Slaves were hired from their Bermudian owners and were used to help in the dockyard
construction. They were eventually replaced by convicts who arrived at Bermuda by
hulk, beginning in 1823 with the arrival of the Antelope. These convicts were brought
to Bermuda because construction o f the dockyard facilities turned out to be too large a
task for the local work force. Convict labor helped construct the Commissioner's
House, the fortifications, the breakwater and the North Wall.
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Convicts
Convicts were housed aboard hulks and the conditions in which they lived were
horrible: "(t)hey were crowded ... with temperatures of over 90°F, and 100%
humidity. There were few water tanks, and most of the water in them was brackish."
(Stranack 1990:104). In 1848, Boaz and W atford Islands were purchased to alleviate
the overcrowded conditions on the hulks and the convicts built themselves barracks
which were completed in 1851 and housed 600. Although healthier than the hulks,
over 400 convicts died o f consumption and dysentery between 1848 and 1853. In fact,
during "the forty-year period 1823-1861, 9,904 convicts served in Bermuda, 2,041 of
whom died from ailments contracted as a direct result of their conditions o f service"
(Stranack 1990:104). Aside from dysentery and consumption, recurring yellow fever
epidemics were also responsible for the high death toll.
Convicts were buried in the Royal Naval Cemetery until 1849, and then on
W atford Island. There are supposedly 400 convicts buried in W atford Cemetery;
however, the size of the graveyard suggests that few were buried in consecrated
ground. There is also a small cemetery, referred to as the "convict's Graveyard",
across the street from the Royal Naval Cemetery. This graveyard dates from 1822,
with the majority o f graves dating from 1838 to 1843. The lack o f inscribed
headstones makes it difficult to confirm that this was indeed a burial ground for
convicts.
By 1861, all convicts still at the Dockyard were housed in the barracks on
Boaz Island. Construction o f the dockyard facilities was completed in 1863, at which
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time the last o f the convicts left Bermuda.

Officers
The early dockyard establishment offered few housing opportunities for
Dockyard officers. The exceptions to this were the Commander-in-Chief, who resided
at Admiralty House, and the Superintendent, who lived at Commissioner's House. In
1840, construction began on Prince Alfred Terrace, and the Dockyard medical officer
lived in No. 1 (Figure 3). The remaining units were added between 1864 and 1867.
Dockyard Terrace, used to house such officers as the master attendant, the foreman of
the Victualling Yard and the engineer of the yard, was begun in 1849. All other
officers had to live outside the Dockyard.
Civilian dockyard workers and their families did have some housing
opportunities within the Dockyard. Artisans employed by the Dockyard originally
lived in wooden huts until 1842. In 1849, more substantial housing, known as
Victoria Row, was built for them although no one knows where they lived between
1842 and 1849. In 1866, quarters were constructed on M aria Hill to accommodate
young apprentices and technicians. Apparently these were not a big success, as
supervision remained a problem. Other housing built for civilian workers and their
families included Portland Place, Albert Row, Clarence Terrace and Princess Louise
Terrace. Typical o f their day, these rows o f houses were quite unattractive, although
they are still used today as rental units.
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Admiralty House
At the beginning o f the nineteenth century, the Commander-in-Chief lived in
St. Georges. In 1810, a move was made to M ount Wyndham located at Bailey's Bay.
This location offered views o f both St. Georges Harbor and Ireland Island. However,
with construction o f the Dockyard at Ireland Island and closure of the naval depot at
St. Georges, it became increasingly important for the Commander-in-Chief to reside
closer to Dockyard.
St. John's Hill was purchased in 1816 and an old naval hospital building was
repaired and used as a residence. It is unclear who was the first Commander-in-Chief
to live there, as Admiral Milne preferred Mount Wyndham and resided there until he
left Bermuda in 1819. However, it appears that Admiral Fahie lived there, since it is
noted that he added some wine cellars in 1821 to help "preserve his health and that of
his suite" (Stranack 1990:62). A proposal for extra rooms was made in 1828, and an
extension was planned in 1844, but neither of these additions was enacted.
Lord Dundonald, Commander-in-Chief from 1848 to 1850, added tunnels and
caves for transport and storage o f household goods. Supposedly banquets were held
by candlelight in some o f the caves! Sir Houston Steward moved into Admiralty
House in 1859, although his staff had to live aboard the flagship since the house was
so small. A ballroom was added in 1897, the last major change the house saw. Vice
Admiral John Eaton was the last Commander-in-Chief to live in Admiralty House5 and
he left in 1956. Despite all the shortcomings and problems with the house,

5Renamed Clarence House in 1830.
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Commanders-in-Chief resided there from 1821 to 1956.

Commissioner's House
The Commissioner's House was another story. Begun in 1823, the plans called
for a two-story house with covered verandas. Problems arose, however, when the
original estimated cost o f £12,400 turned out to be closer to £42,511 in 1827. The
Navy Board ordered all work on the house to cease and it was not begun again until
1830. Evidentally, the house was quite lavish: "(m)ahogany was used throughout; the
stairs are said to have been o f marble, and ... the verandahs were o f Yorkshire paving
stone. There was ... a marble bath which cost £5000 with its extravagant fittings, and
all the modem refinements o f hot and cold running water" (Stranack 1990:64).
Ultimately work on the house cost about £56,000, a figure which greatly upset Lord
Dundonald who was trying desperately to get money for essential repairs to Admiralty
House.
Commissioner's House was used as barracks for Royal Marines in 1862 and as
a military staff office from 1864 to 1867. During World War I it housed married
service personnel. In 1919, it was commissioned by the Royal Navy as HMS Malabar
V I and was finally abandoned in 1951. Today the house is undergoing extensive
repairs.

Seamen
Casemates Barracks, between 1829 and 1843, was undoubtedly home to many
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naval seamen. Originally called the Ordnance Barracks, it earned the nickname
Casemates due to its close proximity to the casemated south wall. Little is
documented about Casemates and who lived there, leaving this author to believe that
many seamen lived aboard their ships while at Bermuda. The Casemates Barracks
currently serves as Bermuda's maximum security prison.

M
A Sailor's Life"
As stated above, no personal accounts were available for examination in
writing this thesis, therefore much information on the personal lives of the sailors has
been inferred from other sources. Nearly all the literature studied refers to the
Dockyard in terms of its construction and use by the Navy. Rarely is anything
mentioned about the lives of the men who were stationed there. In his book The
Andrew and the Onions, however, Ian Stranack does devote a chapter to "Naval
Recreational Facilities". Although it is only seven pages long, it provides a glimpse of
what social outlets may have been available to seamen in Bermuda.
In 1866, Vice Admiral Sir James Hope, KCB saw the construction o f the first
recreational hostel. Subscribed to by officers and men of the Fleet, it included a
Seamen and Marines' Recreation Room, as well as a bowling alley and coffee and
ginger beer bar, although no alcohol was served. Located just outside the south gate
of Dockyard, the recreational hostel was popular for a while. When business began to
slacken, a Seamen and Marines' Club opened outside the main Dockyard gate to help
its neighbor. This closed in 1886 due to lack of support. Between 1880 and 1885, the
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Royal Sailors' Home was built and in 1887 a bowling alley was constructed. The
bowling alley was not very popular and was converted into the Petty Officers' Club.
Aside from recreation centers and clubs, sports were another social outlet for
seamen. Cricket was introduced in 1872, and is still the major sport in Bermuda.
Rugby and soccer were played on Moresby Plain, behind HMS Malabar VII. For
those not so physically inclined, tennis courts and a squash court were also available.
A pistol range was located in the Keep Yard, although according to Stranack,
"shooting has never been considered much of a sport in the Navy" (Stranack 1990:88).
Finally, water polo was very popular and was played in the thirty foot deep water
between the gangways o f the floating dock as no swimming pools were suitable.
Information about these recreational facilities is available because many of the
structures which housed them are still standing, or their construction has been well
documented. However, one is faced yet again with trying to understand in more
complete detail the life o f a seaman stationed far from home. This thesis began with
Edwin Dethlefsen's assertion that the dead community is a reflection o f the living
community. However, in this case, the living community is not easily examined or
discussed. On the other hand, the dead community is readily available for study.
Perhaps through the study o f the gravestones, the lives o f seamen and officers can be
understood. The following chapter examines in detail the memorials to those men
who lived and died at the Dockyard and hopefully, their lives will be illuminated
through their own words.

CHAPTER IV. THE DEAD COMMUNITY

Numerous aspects o f a gravestone can provide information regarding not only
the individual buried beneath it but the society in which that individual lived. Little
has been discussed thus far about the lives o f Royal Naval seamen at Bermuda in the
nineteenth century mainly because little information was available for study.
However, the gravemarkers in the Royal Naval Cemetery were studied and through
these can be seen close friendships and family-like bonds. This work has asserted
that the outpost nature o f nineteenth-century Bermuda caused many sailors to consider
the military their family and that this notion is apparent in the mortuary art. Based on
Dethlefsens' hypothesis that the dead community is reflective o f the living one, a
number of gravestone attributes which have been identified previously as indicators
will be analyzed to attempt to demonstrate this phenomenon.

Material
Gravestone material is often analyzed as an indicator o f social ranking, with
marble indicative o f wealth, and wood (where it survives), local stone and York stone
often suggestive of lower status. The choice of material is frequently dependent on
availability o f resources and cash. In the Royal Naval Cemetery, the most commonly
used material is local Bermudian stone. Interestingly, marble is also widely used,
37
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although it was almost certainly not as available as local stone. There are also
examples o f York stone, granite, slate, brass, wrought iron, limestone and even coral.
Selections of gravestone material can be as varied as accessibility will allow. This
variety o f gravestone material is evidence of the personalization o f each grave marker.
Since no standard material was used for the markers, the choices made and the variety
of materials used are indicative of the desire of the living to make each particular
gravemarker special and different.
It is difficult to discuss social ranking in terms of a military cemetery since
military society is self-ranked. There is no need to "read between the lines" in
determining ranks o f gravestones in these types of cemeteries since most of them have
the rank written on them. It appears that rank does not affect material choice in the
Royal Naval Cemetery. For instance, there are three Commanders-in-Chief buried in
the Royal Naval Cemetery and three o f their markers are made o f stone: Vice
Admiral Sir Thomas Harvey's and Vice Admiral The Honorable Charles Paget's from
local stone, and Sir Edward Griffith Colpoys' from York stone, imported from
England. Interestingly, none o f the three monuments to the most important men at the
station are o f marble, the material most often associated with wealthy, important
individuals. In the case o f these three markers, status was demonstrated through
gravestone form and shape rather than material.

Form
Gravestone form simply refers to the style of the marker. The most common
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forms are headstones, monuments, tombs, crosses and coffins. All o f these forms are
represented in the Royal Naval Cemetery. In many instances, headstones mark the
graves o f the majority o f the population; monuments are used to commemorate
important or wealthy individuals, and the other form types are scattered across the
social ranks. The three Commanders-in-Chief mentioned above, for example, all are
memorialized with monuments.
According to Dethlefsen, gravestone material influences gravestone form and
vice versa; certainly slate would seem an inappropriate choice for a monument
(Dethlefsen 1990). Choice o f gravestone form may be also be influenced by financal
standing, availability o f materials, access to a gravestone carver6, and the size o f the
cemetery. As with gravestone material, the choice o f gravestone form may be
indicative o f familial ties and special bonds (i.e. the use o f monuments to
commemorate cabin boys and privates).

Shape
Shape refers to the outline of the gravestone. For example, cross shapes
include Celtic, maltese, calvary and Greek, while examples of monument shapes are
pillars, obelisks and columns. The variety o f shapes that headstones can take is
enormous; however, some o f the more common ones in the Royal Naval Cemetery are
winged death's head, rounded (or variations thereof) and square shapes, and triple
arches (Figure 4).

6If a lot o f detail is desired.
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So many different gravestone shapes certainly helps strengthen the argument that there
was a desire to set each marker apart from the rest by avoiding the standardization of
shapes so common in military cemeteries (i.e. Veteran's Administration Cemetery in
Los Angeles, CA).
Like material and form, this data type can also be indicative o f wealth or social
standing, as particular shapes are certainly more labor intensive to carve, therefore
more costly. The shape o f a stone also may mirror sentiments in the epitaph or
elements in the design.

Desisn
Gravestone designs are widely varied and many have specific meanings7. In
most cemeteries, headstones are the form type most likely to have a motif. This is
not, o f course, always the case; one can find examples of tombs and monuments with
carved motifs on them. The headstone form just seems to lend itself to iconography.
In the cemetery under investigation here, the most common design element is a
banner in which the deceased's name is written (Figure 5). Also popular are anchors
(with and without flags), crosses, the Royal Marine badge or crest, the initials "IHS",
and masonic symbols. In total, 57 different headstone design elements were noted in
this cemetery. Like inscriptions, design elements can also provide vital information
about the deceased's community and its outlook on life and death.

7 See Appendix A for a list o f symbols and their meanings.
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Inscription
Ranging from a simple remembrance to a lengthy epitaph, the inscription can
often be used to gauge an individual's importance in the community as well as to
determine some o f their personal relationships. As Deetz and Dethlefsen pointed out
in "Death's Head, Cherub, Urn and Willow", the difference between "Here lies the
body o f and "Sacred to the memory o f can be quite significant Furthermore, the
choice o f epitaphs can provide a tremendous amount of information about attitudes
towards community and death.
The gravemarkers in the Royal Naval Cemetery show a great deal o f variation
in inscriptions. Four types have been chosen for investigation here. They are: a) no
epitaph; b) short inscriptions; c) short poetic epitaphs; and d) long poetic epitaphs.
Each o f the other four data types will be discussed; however, these inscription
categories will be used to organize the main body of data analysis.

Stones Displaying No Epitaph
O f the 341 gravestones being examined, 163 of them have no epitaph. These
stones do have inscriptions; they carry the basic information about the deceased name, age, date o f death (Figure 6). Furthermore, some provide cause of death or
state who had the memorial erected (Figure 7). There are no statements o f sentiment
on these stones and none contains biblical quotes or poetic phrases. They are short,
simple and to the point. This does not indicate, however, that the men buried beneath
these stones were not close to or cared about by their fellow seamen.
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As discussed above, elements besides the inscription are important indicators o f
attitudes and beliefs, and on stones where inscription is at a minimum, these other data
types become more important.
The most commonly used material in this category is local stone, and there are
sixty-three markers made o f it. Forty-one of these are headstones; eight are
monuments; five are tombs; four are crosses; and five are coffins. None o f the local
stone markers bears carver's marks and they range in date from 1820 to 1876, although
the majority are concentrated in the early to mid-century.
The forty-one headstones can be further subdivided into those with design
elements, o f which there are eight, and those without, o f which there are thirty-three.
Those with iconography vary in shape, from winged death's heads to variations on the
rounded shape to triple arches. Each bears a different design, and, although there are
only eight, this seems to demonstrate that a multitude o f design elements were in use
at any given time. These stones date from 1820 to 1871, with four o f them dated
around mid-century.
The local stone headstones which do not have any iconographic imagery can be
divided according to their shape. There are thirteen winged death's heads dating
from 1822 to 1853; six triple arches dating from 1825 to 1842; five variations on the
square shape dating from 1843 to 1870; six variations on pointed arches dating from
1836 to 1868; and two variations on the rounded shape dating to 1850 and 1852. One
stone is broken at the top, therefore a form is difficult to discern; it dates to 1852.
The lack o f iconography does not necessarily indicate that these people were not cared
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about; in fact, the very presence of the grave marker is significant. The inscriptions
on these stones vary, although every one begins "Sacred to the Memory o f' or "In
Memory o f . In addition, some state the cause o f death, some were erected by loving
and affectionate wives, some give the name of the deceased's ship and some
inscriptions relate to more than one individual. The variety of inscription demonstrates
that these stones were not mass produced but apparently were made especially for each
person.
All eight m onum ents are quite elaborate; one, however, is a column that is
broken off at the top, thereby making it difficult to determine the exact form. Only
two are to a single individual; the rest are to groups. Four are square with a top piece;
two are columns; and two are obelisks. The square ones date to 1839, 1841, and
1843(2). One of these names a single person, Vice Admiral Sir Thomas Harvey. His
marker is by far the most ornate, a situation befitting the rank of the man buried
beneath it. The square body is crowned with a beautifully carved ship, detailed from
the portholes to the waves beneath (Figure 8). Two sides have design elements as
well, including columns, laurel wreaths and what appears to be a crest. The remaining
three square monuments are all to groups o f individuals who lost their lives at
Bermuda or at sea; only one of these has a m otif and it is o f a globe and laurels. One
obelisk is on a square base and does not have any iconography. It commemorates
men o f the 56th Regiment who fell victim to the yellow fever epidemic o f 1855. The
other obelisk also rests on a square base, although there are ball "feet" between the
obelisk and the base.

FIGURE 8

Vice Admiral Sir Thomas Harvey's Gravemarker.
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This monument does not have any design elements either, and commemorates those
men o f the HMS A com and the Brig Contest who were lost at sea. One of the
columns is to a single individual while the other is to more than one person. The
former dates to 1857, and is a broken column on a square base with inscribed sides,
although no iconography exists. The latter is a sextagonal column on a sextagonal
base with three steps leading up to it; there are no design elements present.
O f the five local stone coffins, two have a headstone, one is surrounded by a
curb o f local stone, one is just the coffin and one is a coffin under a large stone
"table". The one without the headstone or curb has a large fancy cross on the upper
face and inscription around the edges; dating to 1866. The marker with the curb also
has a horizontal cross on the upper face, but has inscriptions on both the upper face
and around the edges. It is in memory of four individuals who died in 1874 and 1875.
Two o f the coffins have upright headstones at one end and one of these also has a
footstone. These coffins date to 1827 and 1843, and there is no iconography on either
headstone. The fifth and most elaborate, coffin is actually a small casket resting on
three stone bases surrounded by a stone curb. Above the casket is a large stone slab
supported by four pillars. It dates to 1818 and belongs to a Captain of the Royal
Engineers.
The five tombs are all slab topped, although some are higher off the ground
than others. They date from 1830 to 1860 and none has any design elements. The
fact that these men were marked with tombs rather than headstones may attest to their
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popularity among their shipmates or to their standing in the comm unity8.
There are four crosses made of local stone, three o f which are calvary crosses
and one of which is a Greek cross. They date to 1830, 1862 and 1870, with the Greek
cross memorializing four individuals who died between 1874 and 1876. One o f the
calvary crosses has a foot stone, also in the shape of a cross. The Greek cross is fairly
fancy, with double bands between the arms o f the cross and the initials "IHS" in the
center. It is mounted on a small headstone.
It is not surprising to find that local stone markers make up the majority of the
gravestones in the cemetery. Local stone was probably the easiest to procure and
may well have been relatively inexpensive.
Following local stone in popularity is marble; there are fifty-six stones of this
material present in this category. O f these, thirty are headstones, twenty are crosses,
five are monuments, and one is a coffin. Twenty-five o f these marble markers bear
the name and location o f the gravestone carver, something that can not be said for any
o f the other material types in this category. All but two o f these carvers worked in
Halifax, Nova Scotia; the other two worked in England. This suggests that
individuals who chose to memorialize their friends with marble markers were also
willing to have the stones professionally carved. Interestingly, none o f the stones
made o f marble in any o f the form categories dates to before 1861.
O f the thirty headstones, twenty have designs. The design elements include a

8 One was a surgeon and one a paymaster and purser.
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wide range o f styles with a variety o f meanings9. These stones date from 1865 to
1898, and those buried beneath them range in age from twenty-two to fifty-nine years,
with the majority in their late thirties. The variety of design elements, the presence of
both crosses and Stars o f David, indicates that there was no single religion.
Furthermore, it is not surprising to find Naval imagery represented by cannons,
anchors and Royal Marine badges (also called R.M.L.I. crests) in this type of
cemetery. Fifteen headstones are variations of the rounded shape, nine o f which have
leaves or waves at the shoulders (Figure 9). The remaining five include three pointed
arches, one winged death's head and one flat stone.
The shapes o f the ten headstones without designs are 50 percent rounded or
variations o f rounded. O f the remaining 50 percent, two are pointed arches, one is a
winged death’s head, one is a square shape, and one is too badly broken at the top to
determine the shape.
Twenty o f the marble markers are crosses, fourteen calvary, one Celtic, one
Greek, three ornate (Figure 10) and one missing (all the pertinent information is on the
plinth). O f these crosses, nine have designs, and ten do not. The design elements
represented include anchors, a bouquet of flowers, a Star o f David and the initials
"IHS". O f the ten crosses without designs, nine are calvary crosses, the remaining one
an ornate cross. Conversely, the crosses with designs represent a wider variety o f
shapes, five calvary, two ornate, one Greek, and one Celtic.

9 See Appendix A for a list of symbols and their meanings.

FIGURE 9

Variation o f a Rounded Gravestone.

FIGURE 10
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The marble crosses date from 1871 to 1899 and represent everyone from ordinary
seamen and cook's mates to lieutenants and chaplains.
There are five marble monuments in this category, four obelisks and one pillar.
Two o f the obelisks have designs; one a hand pointing to an open book above an
anchor and the other the Royal M arine badge. All four obelisks rest on plinths,
although the two without iconography have a base between the obelisk and the plinth.
Only one o f the four is to a single person, the others are monuments to many. The
pillar is in memory of three men from HMS Tartar. It contains a design, an anchor, is
topped with an urn, and dates to the 1890s.
Similarly, there is only one marble coffin . This marker is actually a coffin
shaped tomb with a marble slab on top. The top o f the marker is decorated with a
fancy cross, there is an anchor on the stone base at the head and the date 1861 on the
base at the foot. O f the marble markers, this is one of the largest and most elaborate,
yet it is dedicated to a sixteen-year-old midshipman. Evidently his messmates felt
enough esteem and love for this boy to mark his grave with a memorial worthy of an
admiral (Figure 11).
The use o f marble grave markers would seem to indicate prestige and social
standing o f the deceased buried beneath. However, sometimes the individual being
memorialized is too young or holds too low a rank to fit this notion. As mentioned
above, none o f the three Commanders-in-Chief buried in this cemetery are
memorialized in marble while sixteen year old midshipmen are.

FIGURE 11
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Philip Hast's Gravemarker.
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York stone is represented in the graveyard by twenty-nine markers. There are
twenty-eight headstones and one monument, that of Vice Admiral Sir Edward Griffith
Colpoys. Although a few o f the stones are quite worn, all are legible at least in terms
o f basic information such as name, date o f death and age.
The twenty-eight headstones include six with designs and twenty-two without.
Those with designs date from 1818 to 1843, with four o f them dating to 1818. The
design elements represented are two urns, one hand with a heart in the palm, one
masonic symbol, and two coffin outlines surrounding the deceased's information.
Those buried beneath these stones ranged in age from twenty-one to fifty-eight years;
five of them were in their early to mid-twenties. Five stones are winged death's heads
and one is a variation o f a pointed arch.
Those stones without iconography are predominantly winged death's heads;
fifteen o f the twenty-two stones are o f this shape. These stones date to between 1818
and 1840, with clusters at both ends o f that date range; eight date to 1818 or 1819,
and seven date to between 1824 and 1840. The seven stones that are not winged
death's heads date to between 1830 and 1866. These seven are less homogenous in
shape, four are variations on the rounded shape, one is a variation on the triple arch,
one is eared and one has the shape of a pillar's outline. Ages at death range from
twenty to fifty-eight years, with one stone that does not indicate the age at death.
As mentioned above, the one monum ent of York stone is to Vice Admiral
Colpoys, Commander-in-Chief of the W est Indies and North America Squadrons. The
marker, a cylindrical column with an urn at the top, towers above the cemetery and
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can be widely seen. It is a fitting memorial to a man o f such importance. Although
there is no iconography and no epitaph, it is still a majestic grave marker. Vice
Admiral Colpoys died in 1832 at age sixty-seven.
The remaining markers in this M
no epitaph" category are made of granite, slate,
concrete with brass, rock and wrought iron. There are six gravestones of granite, one
cross and five monuments. The single cross is a calvary cross, a memorial to two
seamen who died in 1873 and 1875. There is no design element. The m onum ents are
all to more than one individual and for the most part were erected in memory o f those
in a ship's company who died at Bermuda or at sea. Three o f these are obelisks with
date ranges o f 1886-1887, 1868-1878, and 1876-1878. None has any iconography, but
all are quite impressive. The remaining two are a large cross and a square column.
Interestingly, two o f these granite monuments, the cross and one of the obelisks, are to
men o f HMS Bellerophon. Granite seems a logical choice for monuments as it is a
strong stone; none o f the granite markers shows any signs of erosion.
Slate does not weather as well, there are only a handful of slate markers in the
cemetery, although perhaps there were more at one time. There are four headstones
and one tomb o f this material. According to the Greens' inventory, prepared in 1983,
two headstones were slate inlaid on a headstone and two were headstones actually
made o f slate. At the time o f the present research, all four were headstones with slate
inlays. Evidently the two that had been free-standing slate in 1983 required attention
and had been fixed to a stone headstone for preservation. All four headstones are
cracked, one so badly that it has been partially cemented over and very little of the
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inscription is still visible10. Only one stone has a design and it is a crest showing four
cannons of various sizes surrounded by laurels. These stones date from 1826 to 1860.
The shape is difficult to discuss as there is no certainty as to whether the current shape
o f the slate or that o f the stone headstone is the original shape.
The single tomb is actually a stone casket with a slate slab set in the side. It is
a large, elaborately carved marker and dates to 1858. The slate slab is surrounded by
a laurel wreath that is half leaves and half flowers. There is another wreath of leaves
on the side o f the casket lid, but there is no design on the slate itself.
There are only two markers in the cemetery that are concrete w ith brass
inscribed plates. They are both small, Celtic crosses, one of which dates to 1887 and
the other to 1894. The earlier one has design elements in the form o f the intials "IHS"
above the inscription and small Celtic cross below the inscription.
The single example o f a marker hewn from rock dates to 1833 and is to four
men who lost their lives at sea, one o f whom was the son o f Vice Admiral Colpoys.
The marker is unique in that it is only smooth on one side; the rest o f the rock is left
in its natural, rough state (Figure 12). There is no design on the stone and only a brief
inscription. It is placed adjacent to Vice Admiral Colpoy's monument.
Finally, the w rought iron marker is a fascinating one. It is an iron cross on a
concrete plinth with a brass plate in the center (Figure 13). It dates to 1889 and there
is no iconography on the brass plate. The inscription, however, is not in English.

10W here the name "WILLIAM" had been visible in 1983 there is now only
cement.
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Judging from the deceased's name, Wenzel Josifek, the inscription may be in Polish.
This is the only marker in the cemetery that has an inscription in a language other than
English.
That these markers do not contain any epitaphs should not be taken as an
indication that these individuals were not important or cared about. Examination of
other data types, such as material, form and iconography, can provide valuable
information about the deceased and their importance in the community in which they
lived. The number o f stones with design elements, as well as those made o f marble,
attests to the fact that these men were a part o f a close-knit community and that they
did not die without friends or loved ones to commemorate them.

Stones Displaying Commemorative Inscriptions
Although the stones in this category do not necessarily have more inscribed on
them than do those in the previous group, these have been separated because they all
contain some mention o f esteem, respect, regard, affection or sorrow. There are fortyeight markers in this category; twenty-two o f marble, twelve o f local stone, eight of
York stone, five o f local stone with slate insets and one o f granite. Note the higher
percentage of marble used for gravestones in this category. All but two of the marble
stones are engraved with the name of the gravestone carver, while fewer than half the
marble markers in the previous category had gravestone carvers' names. There are no
stones in any other material category with carvers' names on them.
The marble markers are in three form categories, headstones, crosses and
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monuments, and nearly all o f these have designs on them. There are seventeen
headstones, four crosses and one monument. O f the headstones, eight were erected as
"tokens o f respect"; six in remembrance or affection or to "lament a loss"; two as
"marks o f esteem" and one as a "token of regard". Only two o f these stones do not
have a design element. One is a pointed arch in memory o f an individual who served
at Berm uda but who died while in command in Jamaica. Perhaps the fact that this
stone, which is a memorial rather than a marker, was erected at all had to do with his
friends' desire to remember the comrade in a location in which he served at one time
and in which his friends were still serving. This seems to speak to the bond between
seamen. The other stone with no design is to seven young men of HM Vessel Steady
who died in 1861 from a variety o f causes.
The headstones that have designs range in date from 1861 to 1896. The
majority o f the iconography is the Royal Marine Badge represented on seven of the
stones. O f these seven, two are winged death's heads, and four are rounded or
variations of the rounded shape. Aside from the Royal M arine badge, there are
anchors, banners, a hand holding a hammer, leaves and a broken rose. The broken
rose is interesting because this m otif is usually associated with children; however, this
stone is to a twenty-eight-year-old sergeant. Perhaps his brother sergeants who erected
the stone felt he was too young to die.
There are four crosses, three ornate and one calvary. All have designs, two
with masonic symbols, one with an anchor and one with a banner. One o f these
stones, that from 1898, does not have a carver's name on it. These crosses date to late
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in the century:

1878, 1891, 1898 and 1899. All are on granite bases; two stones were

erected as "marks o f esteem", while one was marked a "token o f respect".
The single m onum ent o f marble in this category is an obelisk topped by a
small cross. The initials "IHS" are inscribed in the center of the cross. Above the
inscription on the obelisk there are two design elements, the Royal M arine badge and
a horn. This monument was erected as a token of esteem and dates to 1864.
Although there are considerably fewer marble stones in this category than in
the previous one, there is a marked increase in the number o f stones with designs and
carvers' names. This may indicate that when a longer inscription was decided upon,
the use o f professional carvers, the inclusion o f ornate designs and the choice o f
marble went along with that decision.
The markers made o f local stone that have a short inscription can be divided
into two categories: headstones and tombs. There are nine headstones and three
tombs. That there are no tombs of marble and no crosses of local stone may indicate
that the cost of marble for something as large as a tomb was too high, therefore local
stone was substituted. The impressive nature of the tomb is retained, yet the cost is
less. Conversely, crosses are found in a wide variety o f material because there is
relatively little used and only a small amount of room for inscription, two factors
which may have cut costs. If one could not afford a marble tomb, one could at least
have something that was not just a headstone. Similarly, if one could afford a tomb in
local stone, a cross may have seemed less substantial, therefore less desirable.
There are nine headstones, none o f which have any design elements. Five are
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winged death's heads, three are variations o f the rounded shape and one is a triple
arch. They date to between 1821 and 1864, with the majority from the 1840s. The
three tombs are quite different from one another. One, dating to 1820, is rectangular
with a double slab top. The second dates to 1843 and is rectangular with a single slab
top and double panels on the sides. There is no iconography present. The third tomb
is quite elaborately carved. It is also rectangular, although smaller than the others.
Design elements on this tomb include four-leaf clovers with crosses in them, shields
with banners beneath them and triple columns which culminate in a point with a
flower at the end (Figure 14). This tomb dates to 1842.
These markers o f local stone were erected as "tributes of respect", "testimonies
of regard and esteem" and "tributes o f attachment"11. The lack of iconography, save
for the tombs, is somewhat curious. Perhaps the decision to lengthen the inscription
eliminated the ability to pay for a m otif as well. The use o f local stone appears to
indicate a concern about the costs involved, as it would seem logical that local stone
would be less costly than marble. The presence of the short commemorative phrase is,
however, a step above those markers with no phrase at all. The decision to include a
sentence expressing concern, respect, admiration was a decision to a) spend a bit more
money, and b) put a little more thought into the inscription.
M arble and local stone are not the only materials represented in this category.
There are eight markers o f Y ork stone and they are all headstones.

nThis "tribute o f attachment" was on a marker erected by a widow.

FIGURE 14

An Elaborately Carved Tom b.
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O f them, two have design motifs and six do not. The first of the decorated stones
dates to 1842 and is a triple arch form. It has a large fan in the central arch and two
smaller ones in the side arches. It was erected as a "token o f respect" by a messmate
o f the deceased. The second stone bearing iconography is also a "token o f respect"
and dates to 1885. It is a pointed arch with elaborate decoration; there are two
columns on either side o f the inscription and what appears to be either a cable or a
rope across the top o f the arch from column to column. The initials "RE" are at the
point o f the arch and there is a pulley above the inscription.
The stones that do not have designs range in date from 1818 to 1871. Four of
them are fairly standard shapes — winged death's head, triple arch and a variation of
the rounded shape. The other two, however, are somewhat more unusual. The first is
a pointed arch, except that in place o f the point there is a small cross. The second is
also a pointed arch; however there are three small leaves attached to either side of the
arch and in place of the point there is a large bud. Although neither o f these is very
ornate or elaborate, they do stray from the handful of gravestone shapes which have
been encountered thus far in the cemetery.
There are five local headstones with slate plaques. In two o f the five
examples, the shape o f the slate roughly mimics that of the headstone supporting it. In
the other three cases, one is an exact replica, and the other two diverge completely. In
all five instances, the local stone headstone serves as a support only; although it has a
shape, it does not contain any inscription or iconography. These stones date from
1844 to 1871 and only two contain design elements; the 1844 stone is decorated with
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a large fan and the 1871 stone contains the Royal Marine badge.
There is one granite stone and it is a m onum ent, an obelisk topped with a
cylindrical metal object. There are no design elements on this marker which is
dedicated to five individuals who died of yellow fever in 1843.
All the stones in this category, no matter of what material, represent a further
step by the living to memorialize the dead than do those stones with only the most
basic information. These markers demonstrate the desire to include a bit of personal
information or a small notation about the importance of the deceased, despite what
may have been increased costs.

Stones Displaying Short Epitaphs
This category can be distinguished from the previous one by the fact that these
stones contain short, poetic epitaphs. The stones in the previous category were
markers o f commemoration, tribute, respect and esteem. This group may include these
inscriptions, but they go a step further by involving a poetic phrase. There are fortyeight gravestones in this category, and, like the others, they will be broken down in
terms o f material. There are thirty markers of marble, twelve o f local stone, four of
granite and two o f York stone. In this category there is a further increase in the
number o f stones o f marble: in the first category, 34 percent were of marble and in
the previous category, 46 percent were o f marble. In this group, 61 percent o f the
stones are marble. This strongly suggests that the more voluminous the inscription,
the more likely an expensive material would be used. This section will begin with an
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examination o f these marble gravestones.
There are twenty headstones, and ten crosses made of marble. The lack of
tombs, coffins and monuments may have to do with the costly nature of the material
for use in such large markers. All but seven o f the marble markers contain maker's
marks.
The headstones can be further divided into those with designs, o f which there
are seventeen, and those without, o f which there are two. There is one headstone that
is so badly broken, it is not possible to discern a design. Those stones with design
elements range in date from 1868 to 1898, although most are from the last quarter of
the century, in fact, eight are from the last decade. Six of the stones have the Royal
M arine badge on them; although one o f them, dating to 1883, has a bomb in place of
the globe within the laurels. Another of these stones has a bomb above the badge.
Both stones commemorate men who served in the Royal M arine Artillery. There are
four stones with masonic symbols above the inscription and one has a Star o f David
above the masonic symbol. Three of the four also have banners which contain the
deceased's name. Finally, there is a scattering of other design elements: crosses,
bouquets o f flowers, anchors, the initials "IHS", and a pulley. Interestingly, this group
of stones is the first to show some relationship between the shape o f the headstone and
the design chosen. For example, five o f the six stones with the Royal M arine badge
as the decoration have the same shape, a modified pointed arch with a fleur-de-lis at
the top (Figure 15). Furthermore, they all have slightly recessed strips in which the
name o f the deceased appears.
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A ll fiv e date to 1896-1898 and all werel carved by the same person, Sanford, in
Halifax, Nova Scotia. As for the poetic inscriptions, two contain the phrase
"Remember now thy Creator in the days o f thy youth", while three read "In the midst
o f life we are in death". The two headstones with crosses inscribed are the same
shape and both date to 1898. They are engraved with "Thy will be done" and "May
his soul rest in peace". The fact that these seven stones share the same shape, and
date to roughly the same period does not necessarily imply that they will have the
same inscription. Furthermore, Mr. Sanford was evidently not just making "form
gravestones" and then filling in the blanks with names and dates o f death. He must
have been carving these stones as they were needed and to the specifications o f each
individual order12.
Another shape that appears in this group o f headstones, also a modified pointed
arch, displays leaves on the arch ju st above the shoulder and at the top there is a
badge containing some form o f iconography (Figure 16). These date to between 1874
and 1877 and are four in number. Each contains a recessed strip for the name,
although here in the form o f a banner. These were also carved by Sanford o f Halifax.
All four stones have different phrases on them, again emphasizing that shape does not
dictate inscription.
Two o f the remaining five stones are identical. They are a variation on the
rounded shape, with the ends of a cross at the top and the sides (Figure 17).

12Although it is not stated anywhere that Sanford was male, one would assume that
a professional gravestone carver in the nineteenth-century was most likely a man.
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They date to 1882 and 1883 and again were carved by Mr. Sanford. Both have
masonic symbols as their design element. The last three headstones in this group are
various shapes, containing different images, and dating to 1868, 1872 and 1892. The
1892 stone has no carver's mark, while the 1872 stone was carved by Bishop & Evans
o f Halifax and the 1868 stone by J.H. Murphy. Evidently Mr. Sanford had some
competition for a piece o f the market.
There are only two headstones with no designs and they date to 1864 and
1883. The 1864 stone was carved by J.H. Murphy and, although it is broken, it
appears to have been a pointed arch. It is inscribed "Requiescat in Pace". The other
one is rounded with column-like indentations on the sides. It was carved by Mr.
Sanford and contains the phrase, "In the midst of life we are in death".
There are ten crosses in this category13, four Celtic, three calvary, and two
ornate. All but four crosses have carver's names inscribed; of those four, three are the
calvary crosses. O f the Celtic crosses, two have designs, dating to 1873 and 1892.
Both designs are in the center of the cross, the 1873 cross has a flower and the 1892
cross the Royal M arine badge. The 1873 cross has no carver's name but the other was
carved by Mr. Sanford. The two without iconography date to 1867 and 1876. The
earlier stone, which is on a base of local stone, was carved by Wesley & Sanford of
Halifax. The later stone, which is on a base of granite, was carved by Sanford alone.

13One was listed as a cross in the 1983 inventory, but was only the base in 1993,
therefore will not figure in the breakdown by form; there is no way to
know what the cross looked like originally.
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Conceivably, Sanford was an apprentice o f Wesley's before he went out on his ow n14.
Each o f the Celtic crosses has a different poetic phrase.
The two ornate crosses are both decorated, one with the Royal M arine badge
and one with an anchor. They were both carved by Sanford and date to 1889 and
1890 respectively. Although they were carved within months of each other and look
nearly identical, they do not have the same inscriptions. One reads "I know that my
Redeemer liveth", while the other says "Thou art gone but not forgotten".
There are three calvary crosses in this category. Two have design elements
and none o f them has the carver's name. Furthermore, none of them has one o f the
more common phrases quoted above ("Gone but not forgotten", "Rest in peace", "In
the midst o f life, we are in death", e.g.). Instead, each has a unique inscription.
The two with designs date to 1896 and 1899 and contain the initials "IHS" and
a name badge, respectively. The cross from 1896 in inscribed "And may there be no
sadness o f farewell when I embark". The inscription on this marker is inlaid,
something that has not been encountered in this discussion and the iconography is in
the center of the cross. The later stone reads "Peace, perfect peace" and also has the
design in the center o f the cross. The cross with no design contains two poetic
phrases; one across the horizontal arm of the cross which states "Fallen asleep" and
another on the base, "Gone to Jesus". This marker was erected in 1880.
Although one might expect a larger percentage o f the local stones to be tombs,

14Based on the fact that the majority of Sanford's works in this cemetery date to
the later part o f the century.
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coffins and monuments, since it was presumably less expensive than marble, this is not
the case. In fact, there is only one tomb o f local stone and no monuments or coffins.
Again, the majority o f markers are headstones and there are ten of these. There is a
single cross and it is broken.
The headstones of local stone with short, poetic inscriptions date to between
1821 and 1851. There are five winged death's heads, four triple arches, and one
square shape. None o f these has a carver's name engraved on them. The lone square
shaped stone is the earliest, dating to 1821, and it adjures, "Reader Prepare to Follow",
a sentiment expressed on many stones in many different ways. This stone does not
contain any design elements and, were it not for the short epitaph, would be extremely
plain and simple. The winged death's heads are spread across the century from 1830
to 1873, with three dating to the 1830s. Only one stone is decorated, and it dates to
1851. This marker contains what appears to be plain raised columns on either side of
the inscription, creating a recessed panel for the engraving. "In Pace Requiescat" is
etched across the bottom. The imagery on this stone is more architectural than
decorative and it stands apart from the other headstones in this category.
O f the remaining four winged death's heads, three date to the 1830s and one to
1842. None have designs and only one has a poetic phrase, "May they rest in peace".
The rest have statements about the deceased's character15, for example, "an intelligent
Officer...universally beloved for his unassuming and amiable manner", "a bold and

,5They were seperated out from the previous category because they went beyond
"tokens o f respect" and informed the reader something about the person buried
beneath the stone.
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reckless seaman and a generous and faithful messman", "an excellent soldier and a
good man".

This type o f information is certainly interesting, and it is more than

likely true. However, as with any type of documentary evidence, there are inherent
problems with gravestone inscriptions. It is unlikely that an inscription would contain
negative or unflattering information about the deceased. The whole purpose of the
stone is to serve as a memorial to a person who has died and who will be missed and
this is most often achieved by extolling a person's virtues rather than their faults.
These three stones demonstrate this intention.
The four headstones which take the shape o f the triple arch date to between
1833 and 1844. Two rest on plinths of local stone and it is these two stones which
are decorated. The earlier one, dating to 1839 is actually a central arch with two half
arches on either side. Each o f these contains a fan, and the stone warns the passerby,
"Prepare to meet thy God". The other decorated stone dates to 1843 and is to a father
and his three children, all o f whom died before him. This marker has three full
arches, the central one the largest, containing an urn. There are flowers in the two
side arches. The reader is informed that the father was "a tender parent and an
affectionate partner and a humble Christian".
The two undecorated stones date to 1833 and 1844 and are fairly plain. One
states "My hope is beyond the grave", while the other reads "Boast not thyself o f
tom orrow for thou knowest not what a day may bring forth".
There is little that can be said about the single cross in this category since it is
broken. It appears to have been a calvary cross as there are three plinths of local
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stone and usually the calvary cross tops a triple plinth. It dates to 1875 and is
inscribed, "Here rests in hope".

Finally, there is only one tomb of local stone in this

category and it is a rectangle resting on a double plinth. There is no design on the
face o f the tomb where the inscription is engraved; however, there are textured panels
on all four sides. The incription includes the phrase "Gods will be done".
There are four markers of granite, three o f which are crosses and one a
headstone16. None has carver's names and all have polished faces. The headstone
dates to 1880 and is in the shape of a badge or shield. There is an anchor above the
inscription which states "I know that my Redeemer liveth". The three crosses vary in
shape -- one is a calvary cross; one is a Celtic cross and one is a cross surmounted on
a headstone. The calvary cross is the most elaborate o f the three. The cross itself is
not particularly special, however the grave is outlined with curbs o f stone which in
turn are topped by metal rails fashioned to look like rope. This grave dates to 1888
and is inscribed across the horizontal arm o f the cross, "Underneath are the everlasting
arms".
The Celtic cross rests on a large square base and a plinth, both o f granite.
The initials "IHS" are inscribed in the center of the cross and the base, which contains
the body o f the inscription, is decorated on the face with flowering vines. At the base
of the cross there is a sword and what appears to be a whip. This marker, which dates
to 1873, is engraved with two poetic phrases: the first reads "Because I live ye shall

1interestingly, the other times that granite has been discussed thus far in this
analysis is almost always in the form o f monuments.
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live also"; and the second "So he giveth his beloved sleep".
The last granite cross is actually a combination of a headstone and a cross.
The headstone portion, which contains the inscription, is badge or shield shaped like
the headstone discussed above. The cross which rests atop it is a calvary cross. There
are no designs on this marker and it reads "Thy will be done".
The last two stones in this category are York stone. They are both headstones
and they date to 1819 and 1851. The 1819 stone is a winged death's head with a
coffin engraved on the face. Contained within the coffin outline is a shield which
holds the inscription and the warning, "Proud mortal behold thy doom". The other
stone is square with elaborate imagery on the top half o f the face. The focal point of
the design is a small cross with the initials "IHS" etched across the horizontal arm.
This is surrounded by a decorative pointed arch and six stylized flowers. The
statement "Requiescat in Pace" is engraved below the inscription.
Although these grave markers may not be made of the most costly material nor
all have design elements, nevertheless they are testaments to the love and concern felt
for the individuals whom they memorialize. The fact that a longer epitaph was chosen
is, again, an indication o f the desire to make clear the importance of this person in the
community in which he lived.

Stones Displaying Long Epitaphs
The final group o f gravestones examined are those which contain long, poetic
epitaphs. There are eighty-two markers in this category: twenty-eight o f marble,
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twenty-seven o f local stone, seventeen o f York stone, seven of slate and three of
granite. The epitaphs on these stones are generally poems and are the type most often
associated with gravestones o f family members and loved ones. As stated in the
introduction, military grave markers are usually plain, simple and standardized.
However, in the case of this cemetery, the stones (in all categories) vary in form,
material, shape, size and inscription. In fact, as this category will demonstrate, a
number o f the gravestones are not at all what would be expected in a military
cemetery. An interesting note: in the last three categories, the percentage o f marble
gravestones has slowly risen. However, in this group, the number o f marble markers
is nearly equal to the number o f local stone ones, and is followed fairly closely by the
number o f York stone. In fact, marble accounts for only 34 percent o f the grave
markers in this category, with local stone making up 33 percent and York stone 20
percent. Perhaps once a long epitaph had been decided on and the commitment to a
costly grave marker was made, the choice o f grave stone material seemed somewhat
less im portant17.
The stones made o f marble can be subdivided by form. There are sixteen
headstones, nine crosses and three monuments.

O f the headstones, all but four

include the carver's name. Whereas the carver of stones in the other categories has
most often been Mr. Sanford, in this category there is a greater variety o f carvers from
a number o f locations. Although G.A. Sanford is responsible for the majority of these
stones, five other Canadians are at work as well: J.A. Evans, J.H. Murphy and Griffin

17This idea will be discussed further in Chapter V.
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and Keltie are all working out o f Halifax; while one stone can be attributed to J.
M cIntyre o f St. Johns, Newfoundland.
There are four basic marble headstone shapes in this group. The first, of which
there are six, is the pointed arch and variations o f the pointed arch. All six rest on
single plinths and all six have designs. The two pointed arches date to 1877 and
1880. The earlier one contains a masonic symbol above the inscription and is
engraved with a message that is often associated with that iconography, "Behold how
good and pleasant a thing it is for brethren, to dwell together in unity". The other
pointed arch, which marks the grave of a twenty-three year old private, helps to
illustrate the comraderie and affection between seamen: "The stroke o f death did end
his tim e/ And cut him off just in his prim e./ Short was his life, sharp was his pain/
Great is our loss, much more his gain." The design on this stone is a hand with the
index finger pointing upward, a symbol which means going to God.
The other four pointed arches, which are actually variations o f this shape, date
to between 1864 and 1897, three of them to the 1890s. The 1864 stone is the most
elaborate, with numerous design elements and an ornate shape. The shape is most
reminiscent o f a pagoda and the basic inscription is contained within curtains which
hang from a rod. Above the rod there is a bouquet of flowers (Figure 18). The poem,
which is inscribed below the curtains, reads "Sleep on dearest comrade/ Thy troubles
are o'er/ Leaving those who had loved you,/ To weep and to mourn." As with one of
the pointed arches discussed above, this stone demonstrates the brotherly love between
shipmates.

FIGURE 18
■■BW B

An E laborately C arved H eadstone.
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O f the three stones from the 1890s, two contain inscriptions written in the first person
while the third is written in third person. The first, which dates to 1891, has two
columns on either side o f the inscription and a stylized fleur-de-lis at the top. It reads
"Behold God is my salvation:/ I will trust and not be afraid." The other stone written
in first person is from 1894 and has two crossed anchors between a crown and a
banner which reads "Our shipmate". The epitaph in this case is quite a bit longer than
the one just quoted: "Weep not wife and children dear,/ I am not dead but sleeping
here,/ W hile far from home I did remain,/ My latter days were full o f pain,/ And when
the Lord did think it best,/ He called me to the place o f rest." W hether this poem was
written by the deceased or by his friends will probably never be known. However
taken in context with the design, it is clear that this sailor had two families — one, his
"wife and children dear" at home, presumably in England, and the other, his shipmates
responsible for his elaborate headstone, who lived and served with him aboard the
HMS Blake.
The third stone in this group dates to 1897 and is written in the third person.
It is decorated with ivy leaves, a symbol o f faithfulness, above the inscription which
reads "Sleep on shipmate, thy work is done,/ The mortal pang is past./ Jesus has come
and borne thee home,/ Beyond the stormy blast."
There are four marble stones are rounded or variations o f the rounded shape.
All four have designs, and they date from 1848 to 1883. The first, from 1848, is
decorated with a weeping willow and a monument. This stone was erected by a
family member, the second son o f the deceased, and it reads "Lord under the shadow
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o f thy throne/ Still may they dwell secure/ Sufficient is thine arm alone/ And their
defence is sure." The second rounded stone has a rope or cable which runs along the
edge of the stone on both sides and the top. The iconography consists of a cannon
and a banner which contains the deceased's name. The stone dates to 1881, and the
two stanza epitaph, longer than most, states: "Had he asked as well we know/ We
should cry O spare the blow/ Yes with streaming tears should pray/ Lord we loved
him let him stay./ But the Lord doth nought amiss,/ And since he hath ordered this/
We have naught to do but still/ Rest in silence on his will." This epitaph not only
indicates love and the desire to bring the deceased back to life, but also a sense of
resignation to God's will. The last o f the rounded stones is much less detailed than the
previous two. The design element is a simple etched scroll-like pattern above the
inscription. It does, however, contain a variation o f the epitaph which began this
thesis: "All you people as you pass by/ As you are now so once was 1/ As I am now
so shall you be/ Prepare yourself to follow me."
The single stone which is a variation of the rounded shape dates to 1883. It is
decorated with a simple calvary cross above the inscription which reads: "My God,
my father while I stray/ Far from my home on life's rough way/ O teach me from my
heart to say/ 'Thy will be done'."
The third shape o f the marble headstones in this group is the winged death's
head. There are four o f these, one o f which has an added element, a leaf on the top of
the stone. All but one are decorated and they range in date from 1871 to 1899. The
stone from 1871 contains a masonic symbol and, like a previously examined stone
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with this symbol, is inscribed: "Behold how good and pleasant/ a thing it is for
brethren to dwell/ together in unity."
The other two stones with designs date to the 1890s. One is marked with an
anchor and the inscription on it again attests to the loss felt by the survivors: "Gone
from us but not forgotten/ Never shall his memory fade/ Sweeter thoughts shall ever
linger/Round the spot where he is laid." The second is decorated with an open book
and is engraved, "Asleep in Jesus, far from thee/ Thy kindred and their graves may
be,/ That there is still a blessed sleep/ From which none ever wake to weep." Note
that both these epitaph^ begin with phrases, "Gone to us but not forgotten", and
"Asleep in Jesus", that were used by themselves on stones in the previous category.
The last o f the winged death's head is an undecorated stone, dated 1873. It
reads: "Glory to thee who safe has kept/ And has refreshed me while I slept/ Grant
Lord when I from death shall wake/ I may o f endless light partake."
The last two marble headstones in this category are essentially rounded, but
contain leaves at the shoulders. Both are decorated, one with crossed roses and the
other with a weeping willow. The first o f these dates to 1869. As with a number of
the previously discussed stones, this one was also erected by members o f a Loyalty
Lodge and bears the inscription: "Behold how good and pleasant/ a thing it is for
Brethren to/ dwell together in unity." Interesting, however, is the fact that this stone is
not decorated with a masonic symbol as the others were, but with crossed roses.
The stone with the weeping willow is marked by J.H. M urphy o f Halifax and
dates to 1870. The poem reads: "As for man his days are as grass; as/ a flower of the
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field so he flourisheth./ For the wind passeth over it and it is/ gone and the place
thereof/ shall know it no more."
There are nine marble crosses with long poetic epitaphs in this cemetery: four
ornate, three Celtic, one calvary and one a combination cross/headstone. Only five of
the crosses have carver's names; four were carved by Sanford and one by H.G.
Wilkins o f Portsmouth, England. The combination marker has no carver's mark and
dates to 1880. The headstone portion is a variation o f the rounded shape, while the
cross is Greek in shape. There is no design present and the inscription reads: "Oh
death where is thy sting/ Oh grave where is thy victory".
Three o f the four ornate crosses are nearly identical, while the fourth has a few
elements that differ from the rest. The similar three all rest on single granite plinths,
they all have curbs o f local stone which outline the grave behind them, they were all
carved by Sanford o f Halifax, and they all have a raised ring in the center of the cross
which contains the design element. Furthermore, they date to within two years of each
other: two were erected in 1890 and the third in 1892. All three have the deceased's
name on the raised ring and the poetic portion o f the inscription on the base o f the
cross.
The fourth ornate cross, which differed from the rest, dates to 1882. It, too,
has a ring in the center o f the cross; in this case, instead of a raised ring there is a
raised circle. There is no design element and the cross rests on a plinth of marble
rather than granite. The epitaph, which is on the plinth, reads: "All his warfare now
is o'er/ G rief and suffering are no more."
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There are three Celtic crosses in this category. Unlike the ornate crosses, none
of these have curbs around the graves and only one is marked with the carver's name,
Sanford, and it dates to 1889. There is a Royal M arine badge in the center o f this
cross and a calvary cross etched in the lower part of the vertical arm. The epitaph
reads: "Then are they glad because they are at rest and so/ He bringeth them into the
haven where they would be." Interestingly, none of the epitaphs on these three stones
are poems; instead, all are simple phrases or what sound like psalms. For example,
the earliest o f the three, which dates to 1880, reads: "I will lay me down in peace
and/ Take my rest for it is thou Lord/ Only who makest me to dwell in safety." It is
fairly large and rests on four plinths, three o f marble and one o f granite. There is a
Royal Marine badge in the center of the cross and the words "Per Mare Per Terram"
around the ring. The remainder o f the epitaph is on the triple marble plinth. The last
Celtic cross is the simplest and is nearly a calvary cross with the Royal Marine badge
in the center. In this case the inscription is on the two plinths, with the epitaph partly
obscured: "As in Adam all die even so/ ... shall all be made alive." Although all three
crosses bear the Royal Marine badge, the design on the earliest stone is not just the
world and laurel wreath; it also contains a horn above the crest.
The last cross in this category is a calvary cross which dates to 1899. It was
carved by H.G. W ilkins of Portsmouth, England and is interesting in that instead of
carving the inscription, Mr. Wilkins used an inlay technique for each letter. There is
no design element and there is a stone curb outlining the grave in front of the
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marker18. The inscription is contained on three marble plinths and on the lowermost
one is inscribed: "Yea, though I walk in death's dark vale/ Yet will I fear none ill./
For thou art with me and thy rod/ And staff my comfort still."19
There are three marble monuments in this category which vary in size. The
smallest dates to 1899 and is to two men of HMS Hotspur. This monument contains
numerous design elements and the short but pithy epitaph states: "Waves do not roll/
N or wild winds sweep/ Where rest no Englands dead." That this monument is
smaller than the others is not to imply that it is somehow less important. The fact that
a monument was raised at all to commemorate these two men is proof enough o f their
standing among their friends.
The "medium-sized" monument, which was erected in 1865, also bears
numerous decorations. As with other stones examined in this analysis, a masonic
symbol is coupled with the phrase, "Behold how good and pleasant a thing it is for
Brethren to dwell together in unity".
The third and largest o f the marble monuments in this category is remarkably
ornate (Figure 19). The memorial consists of a square column which rests on four
plinths. The uppermost plinth has three flowers carved on each side. The column
itself has chamfered edges with five bells in each chamfered area. The column is
topped with four pediments culminating in a fleur-de-lis.

,8This is in contrast to the ornate crosses which had the curbs outlining the graves
behind the marker.
19Note the reworking o f the popular psalm to make it rhyme.

FIGURE 19

An E laborately C arved M on um ent.
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Finally, the entire statue is crowned with a Celtic cross. This monument was erected
in 1864 to commemorate the deaths o f a Royal Naval surgeon and the Deputy
Inspector General o f hospitals and fleets. They were evidently two im portant men and
their memorial pays homage to that fact.
There are twenty-seven markers of local stone with long, poetic epitaphs in the
Royal Naval Cemetery. O f these, twenty-one are headstones; three are tombs; two are
monuments and one is a coffin.
The twenty-one headstones in this group can be subdivided by shape. There
are eight winged death's heads, eight rounded or variations o f the rounded shape, four
variations o f pointed arches, and one variation o f the square shape. The winged
death's heads date from 1817 to 1882, with five dating to 1817, 1818, and 1819.20
Only one has a design and it dates to 1873. The image is an anchor flanked by two
flags and topped by a crown. Another headstone has been repaired in the middle,
obstructing the epitaph; what can be read states: "We cannot tell who next may fall/
Beneath thy chastening rod/ One must be first but .../ Prepare to meet our God." This
poem echoes a sentiment that has been expressed in various forms throughout this
discussion.
The remainder o f the winged death's heads are fairly similar. None have
designs, none have plinths, none have curbs outlining graves. Five date to the early
nineteenth-century while the sixth dates to 1837. The inscription on one is too
obscured to read. A stone from 1818 reminds the reader o f the loss felt by loved

20These represent some of the earliest stones in the cemetery.

ones: "In love he liv'd in love he died/ A husband kind and Father dear/ In England
left a loving wife/ With three orphans her grief to share." Another stone from 1818
contains the following foreboding epitaph: "Haste, haste, he lies in wait, he's at the/
Door. Insidious death! should his strong/ Hand arrest, no composition sets the/
Prisoner free." Still another is also sinister in tone: "All must pass this dreary road/
To dust and silence cold and gloom/ All rest in one obscure abode/ The dwelling of
the world the tomb." Very few of the epitaphs in this cemetery have viewed death as
darkly as these. In contrast, the 1837 stone is much more hopeful: "What is there
here to court My stay/ To hold Me back from Hom e/ W hile Angels beckon M e away I
and JESUS bids Me come." The earliest stone in this group, dating to 1817, seems to
be somewhere in the middle: "The coming Year let's wisely make our text,/ Heaven
only knows who'll live to see the next/ Let us therefore each Year strive to amend,/
That God may be our sure and constant Friend." Although the epitaph begins
somewhat pessimistically, there is a sense by the last line that there is someone to go
to and somewhere to go after death.
There are eight headstones that are rounded or variations o f the rounded shape.
The single example o f a rounded shape is from 1856 and is broken. Aside from two
cracks through the center, the stone has been set in concrete to help preserve it. This
process, however, has almost completed obliterated the epitaph. The stone does not
contain any iconography. Three o f the stones which are variations of the rounded
shape take the shape o f a winged death's head without the wings. Two of these date
to 1862 and the third to 1871. All three have designs: one, an anchor; another, a
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cross with a piece of paper marked "I.N.R.I." hanging from it; and the last, a Greek
cross with the initials "IHS" in the center. One o f the 1862 stones is marked with the
carver's name, C. Clifford. This stone is not only decorated with the cross and paper,
but also contains a double epitaph. The first part, the poem, reads: "Shipmates,
grieve not for me,/ I am not dead but sleeping here,/ I was not yours, but God's alone,/
Who loved me best and took me home." The second portion is a biblical quote21:
"Then they that were in the ship,/ Came and worshipped him, saying,/ O f a truth thou
art the son o f God."
The other 1862 stone, a variation o f the rounded shape, also cites the Bible,
however, in this case, the epitaph is used to warn readers: "Take ye heed, watch and
pray,/ For ye know not/ When the hour cometh."22 This quote is followed by the latin
phrase, "Requiescant in Pace". Although this epitaph quotes from the Bible, there is
no indication that the individuals responsible for having it carved necessarily believed
that there was anything or anywhere after death. The third o f the death's heads is
quite the opposite. It not only refers to Jesus by name, it also indicates that after
death we are with him: "I heard the voice o f Jesus say,/ Come unto me and rest./ Lay
down thou weary one, lay down,/ Thy head upon my breast."
Four o f the stones which are variations of the rounded shape can best be
described as "eared", all four have small protuberances at the shoulders. None have
iconography and two have fairly short epitaphs while another contains the standard

21The quote comes from M atthew 14:33.
22The quote comes from Luke 12:40.
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four line poem. The fourth is engraved with a variation of the "... as you are now, so
once was I" epitaph. It is, however, an unfamiliar version in that it does not rhyme:
"READER! behold in me thy own/ frailty, and consider that ere long/ thou must be as
I am, therefore/ Prepare to meet thy GOD." This stone dates to 1863. The four-line
poem is contained on a stone from 1845 and it proclaims the notion of death as being
asleep: "He fell asleep in JESUS and is blest/ How sweet his slumbers are/ From
suffering and from sins released/ And free'd from every snare." The two shorter
epitaphs are simple phrases; one, from 1848, is only partially legible due to erosion on
the face: "Be ye also ... for in such an hour/ As ye know ... the son o f man cometh."
The other, from 1853, merely reads: "Blessed are the merciful/ For they shall obtain
mercy."
There are four stones which are variations of pointed arches; one, in fact, is a
pointed arch with "ears" similar to those just discussed. It is beginning to corrode and
the beginning o f the epitaph is gone; however what remains states: "... youth or
wealth cannot withstand/ or shun the power o f death's impartial hand/ Life is a cob
web be it ere so gay/ And douth the broom that sweeps us away." Only one o f these
stones has any design elements, a thin line which parallels the shape of the stone all
the way around the face. There also are small s-shaped indentations on the same stone
which flank the opening phrase, "Sacred to the memory". This stone is the most
elaborate o f the four, with the sides of the arch being many times stepped and sloped.
It dates to 1865 and states: "Come unto me all ye that labour/ and are heavy laden
and I will/ Give ye rest."
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The marker most closely resembling a pointed arch is to a Mr. Cann and his
wife, and each have their own poetic epitaph. Mr. Cann died in 1852 and perhaps it
was his friends who selected his epitaph: "I leave the world without a tear/ Save for
the Friends I held so dear/ To heal their sorrows, Lord descend/ And to the Friendless
prove a Friend." Mrs. Cann died sixteen years after her husband, and is memorialized
with an epitaph that says: "The hour o f my departure is come/ I hear the voice that
calls me hom e/ Now O my God let troubles cease/ Now let thy servant die in peace."
This epitaph expresses no fear o f death, rather as though the writer welcomes it.
Another stone expresses uncertainty as to where the dying individual is headed.
The marker is essentially four arches, the center two being where the point o f a
pointed arch would be and the flanking two being at the shoulders. It dates to 1843
and ponders: "Who can resolve the Doubt:/ Shall I slumber with the BLEST/ Or with
the Damned cast out."
The last o f the local stone headstones with long, poetic epitaphs is a variation
o f the square shape. It was erected in 1834 and is, unfortunately, fading to the point
that the inscription is unreadable.23 Although it has been alluded to throughout this
discussion, the fact that these stones have long, poetic epitaphs on them does not
necessarily indicate that these individuals were more important or higher in rank than
any other in the cemetery. It is argued here that what it does indicate is more familial
relationships than one might expect among seamen.

23One o f the problems with a cemetery located as close to the ocean as this
one is that the salt causes a lot o f corrosion.
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Not only headstones of local stone contain long, poetic epitaphs. There are
three tombs in this category, none of which have carver's names on them.

The

earliest, dating to 1819, commemorates a nineteen year old midshipman who died of
yellow fever. It is a rectangular tomb with a single slab top and contains no
decoration or design. The face which contains the inscription has begun to erode and
therefore the epitaph is not complete. What is left, however, reads: "To human
appearance his hill stood strong/ Length o f days seemed written in his sanquine
contenance/ When lo! an unexpected stroke descends from the mighty arm/ Which
overturns mountains by their roots/ And crushes the imaginary hero before the mo..."
Interestingly, this epitaph is not poetic in the sense that it does not rhyme; however, it
is still filled with poetic beauty.
The second tomb o f local stone dates to 1836 and is also rectangular with a
slab top. Again, there is no iconography on this marker and the epitaph is mostly
worn away. It reads: "Thou art gone to the grave but we will not .../ Who ... was the
ransometh guardian.../ He gave thee, and took thee and he will..." Unfortunately it is
impossible to tell if this epitaph rhymed or even how long it was.
The last tomb in this group dates to 1837 and is quite elaborately decorated. It
is rectangular in shape with a modified pyramid top. The lid has a pediment on each
o f the four sides and an arch at each comer. The pediment above one of the
inscriptions contains a sheathed sword through a laurel wreath. On either side o f the
inscription, are what appear to be inverted torches which symbolize death
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(Eppler:55 )24. The epitaph mirrors this morbid sentiment: "O thou or friend or
stranger, who shall tread/ These solemn mansions of the silent dead!/ Think, when this
record to enquiring eyes,/ No more shall tell for whom these stones arise./ When this
frail marble, faithless to its trust,/ M ould'ring itself, resignes it moulder'd dust,/ When
time shall fail, and natures self decay,/ And earth, and sun, and skies dissolve away,/
Thy soul, this consummation shall survive./ Defy the wreck, and but begin to live,/
This truth, long slighted, let these ashes, teach,/ Tho' cold, instruct you, and th'o silent,
preach./ O pause! Reflect, repent, resolve, amend!/ Life has no length, Eternity no
end!" Not only is this one o f the longest epitaphs in the graveyard, it is one of the
most beautiful and moving.
There are two monum ents with long epitaphs in the cemetery, one o f which is
to Vice Admiral Sir Charles Paget. His monument is quite large, with a rectangular
base that flares at the top and the bottom and has a recessed panel on each side. This
base is surmounted by a stone flagpole, rope and flag (Figure 20). His epitaph reads:
"When his country lost one of her ablest servants/ And his family the kindest and most
affectionate of friend/ He died feeling at peace with his maker/ And in charity with
all men. 'Blessed are the dead which die in the Lord'."
The other monument is to five men o f HMS Pembroke. The base is a square
block o f stone with unsmoothed panels on each side. This is topped by another block
which contains the inscription on three sides. Finally, a broken column, crowned with
a cannonball, tops the entire marker.

24In contrast, upright torches symbolize eternal life.

FIGURE 20

Vice Admiral Sir Charles P aget's G ravem arker.
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One side o f the marker states: "Blessed are the dead which/ Die in the Lord. Yea
saith the/ Spirit that they may rest/ From their labours"; while another simply notes:
"I shall go to him but he shall not return to me. Sam XII 23". Neither this nor the
other monument in this category show signs of a carver's name.
There is one other gravestone of local stone with a long epitaph and it is a
coffin with a headstone and a footstone. The casket is coffin-shaped, quite simple and
contains no decoration or inscription. Both the headstone and the footstone are triple
arches and the headstone is approximately twice as large as the footstone.

The

majority o f the inscription is on the headstone as is the only design element on the
marker, a masonic symbol. The footstone is simply engraved "T.G. A.D. 1833 T.S.G.
1850". The headstone, on the other hand, is extensively inscribed. The epitaph is
written at the bottom o f the stone, following the memorial to the son: "Before we
quite forsake this clay/ And leave this dark abode,/The wings of love bear us away/ To
see our smiling God". There is no carver's name on this stone.
The third most common gravestone material in this category is York stone and
there are seventeen markers made o f it. O f these, sixteen are headstones and one is a
monument. The single m onum ent dates to 1870 and is badly eroded and broken. It
may have once been topped by a cross, but it is now impossible to tell. There is
evidence o f a four line poem at the bottom o f the obelisk, but the words are now
completely obliterated.
The sixteen headstones consist o f nine winged death's heads, four triple arches,
two variations on the rounded shape and one topped with a cross. There are no

carver's marks on any o f the York stone gravestones in this group.
O f the nine winged death's heads one dates to 1817, one dates to 1819, and the
remaining seven date to 1818.

In explanation, there was a yellow fever epidemic in

1818 which may have peaked in the fall; all nine of these stones date to September or
October. The stone from 1817 does not have any iconography and the epitaph is short
and simple: "Well done, thou good, and faithful/ "Steward, enter thou into the joy/
"O f thy Lord." Four stones from 1818 have decorations and three do not. Those
without designs are simple and their epitaphs range from two to four-line poems. The
two-line poem is on the stone with the shortest inscription, and it reads: "Awful
decree yet God is wise and just/ When he gives life and when consigns to dust". The
remaining three are a bit more extensive in inscription, although none give cause of
death. One o f these, similar to the stone ju st discussed, views death as final: "What
cause has mortal flesh to boast/ O f transient knowledge wealth & power/ The
summons come we yield the ghost/ And all are nothing in an hour". The epitaphs on
the other two do not expressly state that death is the end, but they make no mention of
an afterlife or o f heaven. One o f them reads: "This is the fate o f man; to day he puts
forth/ The tender leaves o f hope; to m orrow/ Blossoms, the third day comes a frost,/ A
killing frost, and nips the root"; while the other states: "To this sad shrine whoe'er
thou art draw near/ Here lies the Friend most lov'd, the Son most dear/ Who ne'er
knew joy, but friendship might divide/ Or gave his parents grief but when he dy’d/ Oh
let thy once lov'd friends inscribe thy stone,/ And, with a parents sorrows, mix their
own". The love which was felt for this man is very clear in the inscription that was
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chosen.
The three winged death's heads which have designs all date to 1818. Two of
the stones have very similar design elements, and in fact, four o f the elements are
identical. At the top o f both stones there is an eye, which is above an open book. To
the left o f the book is a balance and to the right a masonic symbol. The epitaph on
one states: "THIS modest Stone, what few vain M arbles can/ May truly say, here lies
an honest Man". The other stone has the inscription contained within a design
element; in this case, it is what appears to be the cross section of a coffin resting on
three balls. The third stone with a design is much less elaborate. There is an obelisk
in relief in the center o f the stone and this contains both the inscription and an urn
which is carved above the inscription. The stone warns the reader: "Death takes the
good, too good on Earth to Stay/ And leaves the bad, too bad to take away". The
headstone from 1819 contains the exact same design elements and it reads: "Peaceful
sleep out the sabbath of the Tomb/ And wake to raptures in a life to come/ See and
confess, one comfort still must rise/ Tis this, Tho Man's a fool, yet God is wise".
Unlike the stones discussed previously, this one refers specifically to an afterlife which
will be rewarding and pleasurable.
There are four triple arches of York stone that fall into this group. They date
from 1833 to 1836 with two to 1835. None of the stones have designs or carver's
marks and all are noted elsewhere25 as being o f red sandstone26. The earliest has by

25Namely, in the Green's 1983 inventory.
26According to Dr. Edward Harris, however, there is actually York stone.
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far the shortest epitaph: "Thou tum est man, O Lord, to dust,/ O f which he first was
made,/ And when thou speak'st the word, Return/ 'Tis instantly obey'd". Again, an
epitaph in which the lack o f belief in an afterlife is illustrated.
The first o f the two stones dating to 1835 begins with the phrase "In the midst
o f life we are in death". This phrase has been cited on other stones in this cemetery
and therefore appears to be fairly standardized. However, the epitaph on this stone,
which is to a man who drowned, demonstrates how personal and tailor-made epitaphs
can be: "At mom I rose./ And to my labour went./ Not thinking that my life,/ Was
nearly spent./ But God thought fit,/ My precious Soul to crave/ And caus'd at last the
Sea,/ to be my Grave". The second of the 1835 stones implies a heaven which we all
go to: "The Borea's blast and Neptunes waves/ Have toss'd me to and fro/ Yet I at
last by God's decree/ Do harbour here below./ W here at an anchor I do ride/ With
many o f our Fleet/ Once more again I must set sail/ My Saviour Christ to meet".
The last o f the triple arches dates to 1836 and it is in memory of a man who
served on the HMS Belvidera with the man whose gravestone was just described. The
two men died within nine months o f one another and their epitaphs are identical.
However, since neither man drowned, the phrase "...do harbour here below" is cause
for speculation. One would think that to "harbour below" would imply below the sea.
Perhaps in these two cases, the term below is meant to describe either below heaven,
thus on earth; or below earth, thus underground. Since the epitaph finishes with the
decree "I must set sail/ My Saviour Christ to meet", there is a feeling that perhaps the
writer o f the epitaph believes that the body stays behind while the soul goes to
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Heaven.
Aside from the winged death's heads o f York stone, there are two variations of
the rounded shape in this category as well. The first takes a shape similar to the
winged death's head, but without the wings. It dates to 1847 and has no carver's
name. The Royal M arine badge is carved at the top o f the stone and the epitaph reads
as follows: "To our faithful friends we bid adieu!/ Our sorrows now do cease/ For
heaven's the rest o f all 'tis true!/ And everlasting peace!!".
The other varitation o f the rounded shape dates to 1853. Unlike others in this
group, this stone has a carver's name; a Mr. Muchmore who has signed his name in a
scroll-like element below the inscription: "Muchmore, Engraver".27 Although there is
no design element present, the epitaph is quite lengthy and eloquent: "Beneath this
stone a messmate sleeps/ Who long had braved the stormy deep/ And weathered many
a gale,/ But now life's voyages are o'er/ Troubles and storms he'll know no more/ And
tears will not avail,/ May he who bids the billows roll/ In paradise receive his soul/
Through him who died to save,/ And ye who pass this sacred m ound/ Tread lightly
o'er this hallowed ground/ For tis a seamans grave.". This beautiful sentiment is not
on the grave marker o f an admiral or even a captain, but on one o f a simple seaman
who was obviously very loved and respected by his fellow seamen.
The last marker o f York stone with a poetic epitaph takes the shape either of a
variation o f a pointed arch or a cross-topped stone. The shoulders slant upward like a

27Upon initial examination, this carving was assumed to be part o f the epitaph.
However, closer viewing illuminated the word "Engraver", thus making clear the
idea that M uchmore was a person's name.
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pointed arch, and culminate in a form o f Greek cross with rounded ends. Dating to
1855, there is a small four-pointed star in the center o f the cross and an epitaph that
reads: "My life was short/ My death was quick,/ My god to me was kind/ To take me
from this sinful world/ My Saviour Christ to find". As has been true o f many o f the
stones in this cemetery, there is a belief that there is a place where the soul goes upon
death.
Although marble, local stone, and York stone are the most common material
types used for markers with long poetic epitaphs, there are two other types employed
in the Royal Naval Cemetery. The first is slate, accounting for seven markers, all
headstones.

O f these, six are actually slate set in local stone; however, since the

inscription is set entirely on the slate inset, the headstone material has been considered
slate. Only one is a slate headstone and it is from 1821. It is a winged death's head
with no design element and a short, to-the-point epitaph which again affirms the
presence o f a heaven: "Near this Stone this Mortal body lies/ In hope through Christ
in glory to arise". Although this headstone is small and thin compared with its
neighbors, it is quite distinctive and attractive.
The headstones that are slate set in local stone break down into four shape
subtypes — two variations o f pointed arches, two variations of the rounded shape, one
winged death's head, and one square shape. The first variation of a pointed arch is the
earliest stone in this cemetery. It is dated May 4, 1816 and its epitaph echoes the
beliefs that seem recurrent for such early stones: "Stay passenger whilst from the
tom b/ I speak tho' now a senseless clod/ You little think o f your approaching doom/
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Therefore in time prepare to meet your God". Here again the idea that the body
moulders in the ground while the soul meets God.
The other marker that is a variation o f a pointed arch is from 1861. The
epitaph is composed o f two biblical quotes, both from Psalms. The first arches along
the top o f the slate and it reads, "It is the Lord that commandeth the water. Psalm
XXIX.III". The second comes midway through the inscription: "Yea though I walk
through/ The Valley o f the Shadow/ of death yet will I fear/ no evil..Psalms
XXIII.IV". This second quotation is undoubtedly familiar as it is common in today's
funerals.
Two o f the slate headstones are variations o f the rounded shape. They date to
1859 and 1861. The earlier stone is small with a slate inset whose shape follows that
of the local stone mount. There is no decoration and a simple epitaph. The later
stone has a slate inset which is rounded while the local stone support is rounded with
shoulders. There is no decoration on this one either; and, like a previously discussed
slate marker, the epitaph begins with a biblical quote that arches along the top o f the
slate: "Walk while you have the light lest darkness come upon you, for he that
walketh in darkness,/ knoweth not whither he goeth./ St. John XII.XXXV." The
epitaph continues further down the stone: "Ye that would live, and die secure/ In
merit strong; o f mercy sure/ Choose Jesus for your heavenly friend/ To guide your
steps and bless your end".
Unlike other material types in this category, there is only one winged death's
head marker o f slate. It is actually the local stone portion that is the winged death's
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head while the slate inset is rounded. There is no decoration and the epitaph has a
military ring to it, something seldom seen in the epitaphs in this cemetery: "Faithful
thro Life his Queen/ he served, and ne'er from / duty call e'er swerd, when/ the great
M uster call shall/ sound, may he Christ's/ Soldier then be found.".
The last stone o f slate with a long, poetic epitaph is a square piece o f slate
with its comers cut o ff set into a square slab of local stone. This marker also serves
as the footstone marking the grave o f Johnstone Hamilton, perhaps the father o f this
young man. There is no design and his epitaph clearly expresses the sense o f deep
loss felt by those who knew him: "His Mother's pride and family's joy,/ An Artless
truthfull, loving boy,/ The fear of GOD his only stay,/ He did his duty and loved to
pray./ If thou shouldst call me to resign/ What most I priz'd He ne'er was mine/ I only
yeild thee what is thine, 'Thy will be done"'.28 The name "Liddell" follows the epitaph
as though perhaps Liddell were the carver o f this stone or the author of the verse. In
most cases a carver's name has been located in the bottom right-hand comer. In this
case, the name is located at the right side o f the stone, but it immediately follows the
end o f the epitaph, like this:
"Thy will be done."
Liddell
This location makes it unclear who Liddell is.
The last three stones to be discussed are granite. Two are headstones and one
is a monument. One o f the headstones appears to actually be local stone; however, the

28Note: the misspelling o f the word "yeild" in the epitaph is taken directly off the
headstone and therefore not corrected.
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Greens' inventory noted that this stone is English pink granite and therefore it will be
considered as such. This stone dates to 1827 and it was carved by Mr. Shepheard in
England. It is in the shape o f the winged death's head and there is no decoration.
Unfortunately, the inscription is too worn to read, although it is clear that it was four
lines long.
The other granite headstone dates to 1882 and is badge-shaped. It is
extremely difficult to discern the design or the inscription, but a bugle crest is carved
at the top o f the badge and the epitaph reads: "No more shall the bugle call/ We'll
seek thee and find thee amidst the golden sheen/ W here a robe of white is given/ For a
faded coat o f green".
The single granite monument is a fifteen-foot tall pillar, topped by a Celtic
cross. The word "BELLEROPHON" is carved into the uppermost plinth and the
initials "IHS" are engraved in the center of the cross. The monument memorializes
fourteen men who served on board HMS Bellerophon and who died during her
commission to Berm uda from 1876 to 1879. The epitaph is an appropriate biblical
citation: "I am the resurrection and the life saith the Lord./ He that believeth in me,
though he were dead/ Yet shall he live;/ And who so ever liveth and believeth in me
shall never die. St. John X I.25.26".

CHAPTER V. CONCLUSIONS

The purpose o f this lengthy discussion and analysis o f the gravestones is to
demonstrate just how much can be learned from their study. In their most basic sense,
gravestones provide general information about the deceased. However, the epitaphs
and artwork can be examined in order to learn something about the community in
which a person lived and died; and, sometimes more important, the beliefs o f that
community.
The 341 gravestones in the Royal Naval Cemetery were analyzed in order to
understand why the epitaphs and designs on them were more consistent with those of
familial gravemarkers than those o f military ones. A premise set out by Edwin
Dethlefsen, that the cemetery is a community of the dead which "should be a 'filtered'
and modified reflection o f the living community" (p. 137) was the hypothesis on
which this thesis was based. In the case of the Royal Naval Cemetery, however, the
dead community was able to enlighten the living rather than the reverse. Since
documents about those who lived and died at the Dockyard are scarce, but gravestone
information is abundant, the individuals buried beneath the stones in the cemetery
were brought to life by the very stones that conceal them.
The living community was one of close knit friendships and almost familial
bonds. This notion made itself evident in the choices that seamen made in gravestone
106
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material, form, shape and inscription for their fallen comrades. Futhermore, the
epitaphs and design motifs that were used are more like those chosen by family
members to commemorate their dead than like the simple gravemarkers often
associated with military cemeteries. M ost often, if a gravestone has an intricate design
and a flowery, poetic epitaph it is indicative of the grave o f a family member, a
mother, a father, a son, a daughter. The gravestones in the Veteran's Administration
Cemetery in Los Angeles, in contrast, are all of a uniform size, material and
inscription, a situation seemingly more consistent with military grave markers. The
Royal Naval Cemetery, however, has gravestones with intricate designs and flowery
epitaphs marking the graves o f sailors who more than likely did not have family
members there to erect the stones. One must assume that the markers were written
and erected by other sailors. In fact, many specifically state that they were erected by
the deceased's shipmates and fellow seamen. Yet in outward appearance they look and
sound like gravestones erected by family members for family members. If
Dethlefsen's hypothesis is true, the gravemarkers in the Royal Naval Cemetery
represent a community whose profile is that of a family rather than o f co-workers.
This thesis has postulated and supported this notion by suggesting that the outpost
nature o f the Royal Naval Dockyard in the nineteenth-century created and maintained
close personal ties between servicemen because family and loved ones were so far
away.
Dethlefsen's article also outlines a number of types of data that can be
examined when studying a cemetery. They include form, designs and decorations, size
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and inscription. All o f these have been used in this analysis and have helped
determine the living community from the dead.
The exhaustive discussion o f gravestone markers in the Royal Naval Cemetery
was included to demonstrate the variety of gravestone material, form, shape and design
motifs within the cemetery. These four factors, and the presence of poetic epitaphs,
have been identified by this author as indicators o f more family-like markers than
would be expected in a military graveyard. The graphs in Appendix C illustrate these
five indicators and how they vary over time. The graphs showing material, form and
shape over time, by decade, demonstrate the wide variety o f each o f these factors.
The graph entitled "Percent o f Each Type o f Material By Decade" illustrates the high
percentage o f local stone between 1819 and 1860 and the rise in popularity o f marble
between 1860 and 1899. This increase in the use of marble was discussed earlier in
this thesis and may be due to the fact that continuous building and large scale
renovation taking place in the Dockyard in the first half of the century made local
stone fairly readily available. Once this building boom subsided, other materials (such
as marble and granite) came into use.
The second graph, "Percent o f Each Type o f Form By Decade", can be read in
conjuction with the graph showing materials. The high percentage o f headstones
throughout the century may be attributed to a) the ease with which headstones can be
engraved; b) the availability o f headstones; and c) the relative low cost o f headstones
regardless o f material. Furthermore, the fact that coffins are popular when local stone
is most popular may be due to the quantity o f material needed to produce a coffin,
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large marker = relatively inexpensive material. On the other hand, crosses become
popular when marble is most popular because they require a fairly small amount o f
material to produce, small marker = relatively expensive material.
The final three graphs illustrate the variety o f form shapes and design motifs
and the continuous presence o f poetic epitaphs — these being factors expected in a
cemetery that contains predominantly family plots rather than military burials. The
decrease in the percentage o f stones with design motifs in the later part of the century
may be associated to the rise in the use of marble. Since more money was being
spent on the gravestone material, perhaps cutbacks were made by excluding a design
motif. The increased number of different headstone shapes from 1840 to 1899 may be
due to a) easier access to gravestone makers; b) a wider variety o f less expensive
materials to choose from; or c) both a and b. Finally, the graph entitled "Percent of
Stones with Poetic Epitaphs By Decade" clearly demonstrates that poetic epitaphs were
utilized throughout the century. The peaks in popularity may simply be because more
people in those decades wanted to commemorate their friends with long epitaphs.
Three o f the graphs just discussed seem to be evidence o f a larger phenomenon
at work in the Royal Naval Cemetery. In examining the graphs "Percent o f Each Type
of Material" and "Percent of Each Type of Form", one of the most striking illustrations
is the dramatic change that seem to be taking place in the cemetery during and after
the 1860s, as exemplified by the continuous rise in the use o f marble and in the
selection o f the cross form. This thesis has consistently argued that the variety in the
Royal Naval Cemetery demonstrated the personalization o f each stone for each
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deceased person due to the presence o f family-like bonds established between seamen.
However, upon closer examination, perhaps this is evident primarily in the gravestones
that pre-date 1860, while post-1860 there is the beginning o f a standardization of
stones most often associated with military cemeteries (Figure 21). M oreover, the
graph entitled "Percent o f Stones With Design Motifs" may provide additional strength
to this argument as it illustrates a decline in the presence of design motifs after the
1860s. This also supports the idea that a standardization is taking place since most
military cemeteries are filled with marble crosses bearing the briefest o f inscriptions
and no design elements. This phenomenon warrants a closer look at what was
happening outside the cemetery during and after the 1860s.
As mentioned earlier, the 1840s and 1850s were a time of tremendous building
in the Royal Naval Dockyard. Local stone was undoubtedly being quarried and was
therefore readily available for use as grave markers, making the need for exotic stones
minimal at best. In fact, one source states that "(a)ll of the buildings in the Dockyard
are constructed on a grand scale, such as can be found wherever the British built
during the 19th century. The maximum use was made o f local stone..." (Stranack
1990:50). Because the material was available at home, the gravestones were carved on
Bermuda, therefore stones could be easily customized, and this may have produced the
variety o f form, shape, inscription, and design motifs that is evident in the stones
erected during this time.
The Dockyard and its community were undergoing numerous changes during
the period from 1850-1870.
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The 1850s saw the completion o f many buildings, including the Victualling Yard and
the East Storehouse with its clock tower. In 1851, convicts began moving into their
new quarters on Boaz Island, and by 1863 all remaining convicts were sent home.
The year 1863 also marked the beginning of intense activity at the Dockyard and 700
men were employed to help with this, although it is not clear who these men were or
where they came from.
Disease was definitely the cause for many o f the deaths commemorated in the
Royal Naval Cemetery; in fact, during 1853, 1856 and 1864 there were 501 persons
infected with yellow fever, 56 percent of whom died (Stranack 1990). However,
advances in treatments and cures through the century may have helped reduce the
num ber o f those dying o f disease, thereby shrinking the number o f burials. Also
important is the fact that other cemeteries began to spring up around the Dockyard,
thus decreasing the use o f the Royal Naval Cemetery. In 1849, convicts began being
buried on W atford Island and sometime prior to 1864, a cemetery on Long Island was
established for yellow fever victims. Although a number o f the grave markers in the
Royal Naval Cemetery indicate the cause of death as yellow fever, there are not nearly
enough to account for the number o f individuals known to have died of that disease.
It is assumed that most o f these were buried on Long Island, which was not
consecrated until 1903.
Perhaps rules in the Royal Navy o f the nineteenth-century stated that all
servicemen's graves must be marked. However, if this is true, why not simply erect a
cross with the deceased's name, age and date of death as is done today? Why the
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trouble o f importing materials, o f using professional carvers (in some cases) and o f
writing lengthy epitaphs or quoting the Bible? Perhaps the answer lies in the idea that
these seamen felt for each other as brothers or as fathers and sons. Perhaps their
gravestone forms, materials, designs and inscriptions look and sound more like those
o f family than o f co-workers because these men felt like a family. Thousands of miles
from home, dying in a foreign land perhaps was not so painful in all cases because
these men felt that members o f their "family" were there with them, comforting them.
And perhaps their gravestones are familial rather than military because members of
their "families" were the ones handling the decisions.
This thesis set out to demonstrate that all these "perhaps" are in fact truths. By
meticulously examining each stone and each inscription, it has been shown that the
graves in the Royal Naval Cemetery on Ireland Island look and sound more like the
gravestones o f family members than of the military because those men living and
dying on Bermuda felt for each other as family members do. True family was far
away across the ocean and many of these seamen were young and undoubtedly many
were homesick. Their fellow seamen filled the gap where family should have been
and this is evident in the gravemarkers. However this thesis has also noted that this
phenomenon began to decline around 1860 and was replaced by what may be the
beginning o f the standardization of gravestones that is so often associated with military
cemeteries. An explanation o f this occurrence has also been offered.
Cemeteries are special places and the Royal Naval Cemetery on Ireland Island
is no exception. Although family members and loved ones may not have been nearby
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to select the gravesite, plan the funeral or pick out the gravestone design and epitaph,
the markers that were erected are very similar to what one might expect a family
member to choose. They are personal, decorated with a variety o f designs and have
epitaphs that often tell the reader more than just basic information about the deceased;
the reader can learn something about the individual buried beneath the stone. Both the
individual and the community in which he lived are suddenly illuminated for the
passerby. Furthermore, the passerby would do well to stop, look at, and read the
stones in the Royal Naval Cemetery for they are both beautiful and informative. Just
remember to "...tread lightly o'er this hallowed ground for 'tis a seaman's grave".

APPENDIX A
GRAVESTONE SYMBOLS AND THEIR M EANINGS
Anchor = Hope.
Book = Prayer; knowledge; memory.
Cherubim, W inged = Change to a happier being; protection.
Cherubim, Crowned with laurels = Victory.
Circle = Eternity; God and Heaven.
Cross = Christianity; death; resurrection.
Crossbones = Immortality; death.
Crown = Honor; glory.
Crown o f roses, garland = Reward of virtue.
Daisy = Innocence; hope.
Dove = Peace; the Holy Ghost.
Fallen rosebud = Death of a young person in flower of youth.
Grapevine = Religious truth; Christ and his followers.
Hand, index finger pointing upward = Going home, to God.
Hand, with heart = Charity.
I.H.S. = Contraction of Greek name o f Jesus.
Initials = Respect; well-known in community.
I.N.R.I. = Latin abbreviation o f Jesus o f Nazareth, King o f the
Jews.
Ivy = Faithfulness; fidelity; memory.
Lamb= Innocence; meekness; modesty.
Laurel = Glory; triumpph.
Lily = Resurrection; purity; innocence.
Oak leaf/branch = Courage; strength; endurance.
Palm = Victory; joy; supremacy; success; righteousness.
Pyramid = Eternity.
Rope = Eternity.
Rose = Unfailing love; wisdom; beauty; simplicity.
Star = Birth; beginning of life.
Sword = Occupation.
Torch, upright = Eternal life.
Torch, inverted = Death.
Urn = Destiny; purity; life.
Weeping willow = Extreme sadness.
Wreath = Memory.
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APPENDIX C
TEMPORAL GRAPHS
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